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List of Symbols 

A contact area [mm2]  pmax maximum c. pressure [MPa]

D wheel diameter [mm]  pt tangential traction [MPa]

E1 Young modulus (wheel) [MPa]  q heat flux [W/mm2]

E2 Young modulus (rail) [MPa]  q0 
heat flux – Tian & Kennedy 
computation [W/mm2]

F force [N]  r1 
transversal radius of the 
wheel profile [mm]

K thermal conductivity [W/(mK)]  r2 
transversal radius of the rail 
profile [mm]

Pe Peclet number [-]  s sample coordinate [mm]

Q thermal energy [W]  t sample time [s]

Qk 
thermal energy on the wheel 
side [W]  ut tangential displacement [mm]

R1 rolling radius of the wheel [mm]  α heat partition [-]

R2 longitudinal of the rail [mm]  γ current rotation angel of the 
wheel [°]

Sd sample line in depth [mm]  δ approach of the contacting 
bodies  [mm]

Sp sample line in perpendicular 
direction [mm]  ɛe 

equivalent von Mises elastic 
strain [-]

Sp(r) sample line in perpendicular 
direction (rail) [mm]  pl equivalent plastic strain [-]

Sp(w) sample line in perpendicular 
direction (wheel) [mm]  ɛres equivalent residual strain [-]

St sample line in tangential di-
rection [mm]  ɛtotal equivalent total strain [-]

Tref environment temperature [°C]  η equivalent material parame-
ter [1/MPa]

a longitudinal semi-axis of 
the contact ellipse [mm]  μ friction coefficient [-]

b lateral semi-axis of the con-
tact ellipse [mm]  υ1 Poisson ratio (wheel) [-]

c specific heat [J/(kgK)]  υ2 Poisson ratio (rail) [-]

k heat diffusion coefficient [(m2/s)-1]  ρ density (wheel) [kg/m3]

k11 equivalent radius [mm-1]  res residual stress [MPa]

k12 equivalent radius [mm-1]  t tangential stress [MPa]

k21 equivalent radius [mm-1]  y normal stress component [MPa]

k22 equivalent radius [mm-1]  φ angle of the contact planes [°]

na Hertz parameter I. [-]  ψ equivalent radius ratio [-]

nb Hertz parameter II. [-]  ΔTmax 
maximum temperature 
growth [°C]

nδ Hertz parameter III. [-]  Δv sliding speed [m/s]

p contact pressure [MPa]  Σk main equivalent radius [mm-1]
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1. Introduction 

The history of the locomotive-hauled trains began in the early 19th century. These two cen-
turies, and especially the recent years, saw dynamic advances in the different fields of railway 
engineering, (Figure 1). The main reason for this is the considerable development of air and 
road transportation as concurrent transportation forms. 

From among the ordinary surface transportation forms, railway transportation is the safest 
and has the smallest energy and space demand, compared to its competitors. Thus it provides 
an economical solution in both freight and passenger transportation. For long distances 
(500-600 km), very high speed trains (250-350 km/h) are a possible choice instead of aviation 
[1]. As archduke Johann of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy said: 

"A vasutak tükörképei az ország kultúrájának és gazdasági viszonyainak. Sűrűn közle-
kedő vonatok élénk gazdasági életről tesznek bizonyságot, a gyors, pontos és üzembiztos 
közlekedés az idegenek szemében is a legjobb ajánlólevelek mindenkor az ország fejlett, 
magas kultúrájáról." 

/János főherceg 1825/ 

which means (by the author): 

“Railways reflect the culture and economic conditions of a country. Dense train traffic is 
proof of a lively economy, fast and reliable traffic is the best testimonial in the eyes of 
foreigners for a country's level of culture. 

/Archduke Johann 1825/ 

a)1 b)2 
Figure 1 Richard Trevithick's engine from 1804 a), the world speed recorder TGV from 2007 b) 

Development resulted in faster travelling speeds as well as better train safety systems. In ad-
dition to tread brake systems, disc brake and electromagnetic rail brake systems also appeared. 
Apart from the different new effective brake systems, automatic train control systems came into 
service as well (e.g.: LZB in Germany, INDUSI in Austria, EVM in Hungary, ETCS in Europe, 
etc.) to minimise the risk of accidents on the rails all over the world. Furthermore – like in 
conventional road vehicles – anti skid devices, so-called WSP Systems (Wheel Slide Protection 
System), are applied also in railway vehicles. 

                                                 
1 Source: http://kids.britannica.com/comptons/art-126065/The-first-successful-locomotives-were-built-in-Britain 
2 Source: www.railpictures.net Photo: Sylvain Bouard 
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Owing to these developments and others not mentioned above, rail transport has become one 
of the safest forms of transportation worldwide. However, these advances, beside their positive 
effects, also brought ever newer problems which researchers and experts had to solve. 

In my Ph.D. research, I analysed the thermal, frictional and stress development phenomena 
when rolling–sliding contact occurs in a wheel–rail system, apt to cause surface damage to the 
wheel tread during disc braking. 

1.1. The objective of my research 

During the intensive wheel–braking process of railway vehicles, macroscopic sliding can 
occur on the wheel–rail contact patch under inappropriate adhesion conditions. Although mac-
roscopic sliding speed is restricted, it is deliberately not eliminated by the Wheel Slide Protec-
tion system (WSP). Consequently, considerable heat is generated and enters the friction partner 
components in the case of a rolling–sliding contact process. This phenomenon may cause mi-
crothermal cracks on the surface of the wheel tread (Figure 2). 

In my research, I analysed a new (wear–free) wheel–rail contact condition and looked for 
answers to the following main questions: 

 What is the distribution of the contact pressure in the wheel–rail contact? 
 How high is the peak temperature during rolling–sliding motion over a given time 

interval? 
 What is the temperature distribution on and under the wheel tread/rail head during 

the first revolutions/pass? 
 What is the effect of temperature on stress distribution? What is the thermal stress 

process and the distribution of thermal stress? 
 What is the combined effect of contact and thermal stresses in thermal cracking phe-

nomena? 

To find the answers to these questions, I first compiled a literature overview to see the latest 
results in this special field. 

 

Figure 2 Surface cracks on the wheel tread [2] 
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2. Literature overview 

According to my objectives described above, I have divided the literature overview into three 
main groups: 

 overview of the wheel-rail contact 
 overview of the thermal phenomena and thermal stress field generated by the wheel-rail 

rolling-sliding process, and 
 overview of wheel damages. 

The following pages briefly summarize the latest advances of these important research fields. 

2.1. Contact between wheel and rail 

In the course of normal operation, the connection between a wheel and a rail can be classified 
into two major groups according to the characteristics of the contact. 

 One-point contact: The nominal contact condition occurs when the vehicle performs 
flanging–free running on a straight track. In this case, the wheel tread is in contact with 
the rail via a single contact patch. 

 Two-point contact: This contact configuration occurs when the wheel has a lateral dis-
placement on the rail (e.g.: in a curve) and the flange of the wheel comes into contact 
with the rail. In this case the wheel has two, in general not touching, independent contact 
patches. When one of the wheels of the wheelset is in two–point contact, the other wheel 
of the wheelset is in one-point contact as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 One-point (left) and two-point contact (right) conditions in the case of a wheelset  
which performed lateral displacement [3] 

2.1.1. Determining the contact parameters 

Various analytical, numerical and other experimental methods can be used for computing 
the contact parameters between rail and wheel. The most common one for normally loaded 
contacts is the well-known Hertz theory which, however, has some limitations. Besides the 
Hertz theory, there are several numerical and experimental analyses available for both normal 
and tangential tractions. An overview was created summarizing the most important methods by 
Iwnicki et al. [4]. According to his overview, contact conditions can be divided into two large 
groups: normally loaded contacts and tangentially loaded contacts. 
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For normally loaded contacts, the best–known analytical method is the Hertzian theory es-
tablished by Hertz in 1882 [5] (only a few other analytical solutions are available). As men-
tioned previously, the theory has many limitations. It assumes frictionless contacts between 
solids with smooth surfaces described by second-order polynomials. Furthermore, the basic 
assumptions of contact mechanics also apply to the theory, according to which [4]: 

 The materials of the contacting solids are elastic, isotropic and homogeneous, and the 
strains are small; 

 Ideally smooth and frictionless surfaces (a reasonable simplification for the normal 
problem in combination with the next assumption); 

 Identical material stiffness properties of both contacting bodies (necessary for decou-
pling the tangential problem); 

 The bodies deform like infinite half-spaces. This requires that the contact area be much 
smaller than the general dimensions of the bodies. As a consequence, the theory can 
mainly be applied to non-conforming contacts. A contact is said to be non-conforming 
if the bodies initially meet at a point (or a line), and the surfaces do not fit into each 
other at zero load; 

 The surface slopes are so small that all pressures (normal tractions) can be considered 
to act in the direction parallel to the direction of loading. 

The typical elliptical normal pressure distribution of a Hertzian contact along the axis of sym-
metry can be seen in Figure 4, while the subsurface stresses and the principal shear stress dis-
tribution in the case of a contact of two cylinders are shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 4 Typical Hertzian normal contact pressure distribution acting on a circular area  

with dimensionless quantities [6] 

 
Figure 5 Subsurface stress distribution (a) and principal shear stress distribution (b) under the sur-
face along the symmetry axis in the case of contacting cylinders with dimensionless quantities [6] 
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Along with the analytical methods, a large number of numerical methods can be used for 
analysing the wheel–rail contact problems. Liu et al. [7] published a survey on the numerical 
solutions for rough surfaces, collecting the applicable methods. 

When the normally loaded contact encounters increasing tangential force together with the 
normal force, causing the contacting solids to start at least partially sliding, we speak about 
tangentially loaded contacts. Prior to the full slip of the contact zone, sliding will start locally 
at some contact spots (sliding area), while the rest of the contact will stick (adhesion area).  
This phenomenon of partial sliding is called micro-slip. 

The slip region inside a normally loaded contact zone is located at its border where contact 
pressure is low. This means that the stick zone is located in the middle of the contact patch of 
a contact area. Cattaneo [8] and Mindlin [9] – independently from each other – established 
equations by computing the sizes and shapes of the stick and slip regions. The derived equations 
for elliptical contacts come from Deresiewicz [10]. 

In addition to the analytical solutions, several numerical methods are also available for treat-
ing rolling contacts. Kalker [11] developed a method which considered both the lateral and 
longitudinal creep (the relation between the velocity difference and the velocity of sliding bod-
ies can be defined as the creep) along the elliptical contact patch. This method is extensively 
used in railway vehicle dynamics directly for linear models – where creep is sufficiently small 
– and as a basis for non-linear model extensions. In addition, further numerical methods have 
been developed by Kalker [11], [12], one of them is the well-known CONTACT. Another fre-
quently used one is the FASTSIM software. 

Kik and Piotrowski [13] used the non-iterative interpenetration approach to estimate the con-
tact patch. The method uses an adapted FASTSIM implementation for computing tangential 
stress. Another application of the interpenetration approach was presented by Ayasse and  
Chollet [14] who used, similarly to the method of Kik and Piotrowski, an adapted FASTSIM 
algorithm for tangential traction problems [4]. 

2.1.2. Wheel-rail contact 

There are several publications available which are concerned with wheel–rail contact.  
Various methods, results and measurements were published. 

Kleiner and Schindler [15] used FE analyses to determine the pressure distribution between 
the two contacting bodies. Their analyses involve 17 contact positions between an S1002 wheel 
profile and a 60E2 rail profile. In addition, an empirical equation was established which makes 
it possible to determine – with a good approximation – the maximum surface pressure depend-
ing on the wheel load and the lateral displacement of the wheel relative to the rail. The normal 
pressure distribution on the surface of the tread in different lateral contact positions can be seen 
in Figure 6. Similarly to the contact stress, the equivalent stress distribution on and under both 
surfaces of the wheel tread and the rail was examined. Furthermore, they investigated the stress 
distributions in the case of a driving-wheel. 

Besides Kleiner and Schindler, a great number of other researchers such as Sladkowski and 
Sitarz [16], Arslan and Kayabaşi [17] and Aalami et al. [18] applied FEM with 3D models to 
investigate the contact zone(s) and stresses in the wheel-rail contact during stationary and roll-
ing conditions. 

Wiest et al. [19] compared different analytical and numerical computation methods in the 
case of a wheel–rail, – wheel–switch crossing nose contact. Hertzian and non-Hertzian methods 
(CONTACT software) – based on assuming a half-space and the applicability of the law of 
linear elastic materials – were used, as well as an elastic and an elastic-plastic FE simulation. 
The contact arrangement can be seen in Figure 7. The computed normal force was 111.5 kN. 
The results of the different computation methods can be seen in Figure 8. 
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Figure 6 Contact stress distribution on the surface of the wheel tread in 

different lateral contact positions [15] 

   

Figure 7 The arrangement of the contact bodies [19] 

A comparison of the results in Figure 8 shows the importance of using strain hardening elastic-
plastic analyses for studies of contact stresses; however, due to the limitation of the half–space 
assumption and the law of linear elastic materials, it has some computing performance limita-
tions in the case of large models. 

Telliskivi et al. [20] developed a method to model and simulate the wheel rail contact. 
The method consists of measurements and FE models. The procedure of their modelling can be 
seen in Figure 9. During the analyses, the law of elastic-plastic materials for both the wheel and 
the rail was applied. They examined two different contact cases. In the first case, the wheel 
flange was in contact near the rail side (e.g. the wheel was running along a curve, assuming 
one-point contact) and in the second case, the contact occurred near the midplane of the rail and 
the wheel (e.g. the wheel was running along a straight track). The normal force was 80,377 N. 
They compared the results of the analyses with other conventional methods such as the CON-
TACT software (presented by Kalker [11], [12]) and the Hertzian theory. Comparing the solu-
tions, they pointed out that the traditional methods only provided accurate results when the 
minimum contact radius was large compared to the significant dimensions of the contact area 
(second case, i.e. when the half space assumptions are valid). Further deviations between the 
results were caused by the linear elastic material model. 

Rail 

Wheel 

Crossing nose
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Figure 8 Contact pressure distribution computed using: (a) Hertz, (b) CONTACT, (c) the elastic FE 
method and (d) the elastic–plastic FE method [19] 

 

Figure 9 The FE modelling process according to Telliskivi et al. [20] 

The FE parametric quadratic programming method was used to solve the elastic-plastic con-
tact problem with rolling friction between wheel and rail by Zhang et al. [21]. They examined 
two different contact cases. Based on the “one-point” computation, they established a 
“two-point” computational model with different lateral loadings, where the half-space assump-
tion and hence the Hertz hypothesis are not valid. They compared the results with and without 
lubrication. The axle load was 23 tons, and lateral forces were applied in some studies. 
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The contact force distribution in the case of the ‘two-point’ contact without lateral force can 
be seen in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10. Distribution of wheel-rail contact forces under an axle load  

in the case of a ‘two-point’ contact [21] 

Based on their results, they made the following statement: “Under the condition of no lateral 
forces or small lateral forces, the distribution law of contact forces in the tread contact spot is 
similar to that of a one-point contact, i.e., the contact forces in a flange contact spot are 
smaller”. 

Xiaoyu et al. [22] used the contact element method to examine the contact pressure distribu-
tion, tangential traction between wheel and rail during assumed pure rolling at different rolling 
speeds and axle loads. The contact was simplified to a two-dimensional contact problem. The 
results showed that with increasing speed, the contact pressure increased in the leading area and 
decreased in the trailing area of the contact patch. The opposite tendencies can be observed in 
the case of tangential traction. Article [22] also showed that contact pressure distribution in a 
dynamic state is different from the one that can be computed with the Hertz theory (static state) 
and the CONTACT software. 

  

Figure 11 Distribution of contact pressure (a) and the tangential traction  
(b) on a wheel–rail contact surface at different speeds [22] 

As mentioned in Chapter 2.1.1, the details of the wheel–rail contact can be determined with 
experimental methods as well. Pau et al. [23] and Pau [24] used an ultrasonic technique to 
determine the shape and size of the contact area. They created an FE contact model as well to 
establish the empirical relationship between contact pressure and ultrasonic reflection. 
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The arrangement of the test bodies can 
be seen in Figure 12. The evaluated tech-
nique can be applied to determine the con-
tact conditions where analytical and nu-
merical methods are not readily and relia-
bly applicable. Furthermore, this technique 
might provide some information on the 
phenomena occurring in the wheel–rail 
contact during motion, allowing to clarify 
a number of contact stress problems like 
corrugation, adhesion, friction and wear. 

Referring to Pau et al., Marshall et al. 
[25] used the ultrasonic wave to determine 
the contact properties. A further experi-
mental method was described by N. Bosso 
et al. [26]. They used a test-rig to evaluate 
the details of wheel-rail contact. 

Apart from the contact details – such as 
the size and shape of the contact patch, contact pressure distribution, etc. – the adhesion between 
rail and wheel was examined by several authors. Bucher et al. [27] established a dry friction 
model using the movable cellular automata (MCA) method. They pointed out that “the friction 
coefficient is strongly influenced by the dynamic processes in surface nanolayers that are 
formed and sustained at the contact region within the entire period of relative motion of con-
tacting solids”. 

Popovici [28] in his Ph.D. dissertation developed a mixed lubrication friction model for the 
Hertzian elliptical contact situation where the interfacial layer acts as a lubricant. To validate 
the model, he developed two pioneering devices to measure the friction coefficient and the 
traction curves. 

Giménez et al. [29] modified the FASTSIM algorithm to investigate the effect of the de-
pendence of the friction coefficient on the relative slip occurring between wheel and rail.  
Detailed diagrams were shown that in the case of a slip dependent frictional coefficient, the 
longitudinal forces became smaller. 

2.2. Thermal phenomena in the wheel and rail 

Thermal phenomena are a very important research field of railway technology. They appear 
not only during the braking process (tread braking, disc braking) but also when macrosliding 
occurs in the wheel-rail contact. These frictional sliding contacts generate huge amounts of 
heat, causing thermal cracks and other defects on the sliding surfaces. 

2.2.1.  Heat development phenomena between two sliding bodies 

The pioneer of flash temperature investigation was Harmen Blok who for the first time ex-
amined and defined – for a semi-infinite body, using a uniform square heat source – the maxi-
mum surface temperature rise at different (low and high) Peclet numbers (see Chapter 5.5.1) 
[30]. Blok also presented a state-of-the-art survey [31] in 1963. Based on Blok’s computation 
model, Jaeger [32] also studied the temperature rise on a sliding surface. Archard [33] presented 
a simple formulation of flash temperature theory that decreased the mathematical complexities 
and instead accentuated the relevant physical considerations. Furthermore, a simple graphical 
method was presented to estimate the flash temperature. Later on, Archard and Rowntree [34] 
extended the previous formulation which enabled them to estimate the temperature distribution 
not only on the surface but also in the subsurface region. 

Figure 12 Wheel–rail contact:  
(a) position of the cut (dashed line) and (b) ar-

rangement of the components for the ultra-
sonic analysis [23] 
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Tian and Kennedy [35], using a three-dimensional, semi-infinite layered body model, pre-
dicted the steady-state maximum temperature rise for the entire range of Peclet numbers at a 
sliding contact interface using different semi-empirical solutions. A solution to determine a 
dimensionless maximum surface temperature was elaborated not only for layered bodies but 
also for a homogeneous body, covering the entire range of Peclet numbers. In another article, 
these authors [36] examined the temperature rise, due to frictional heating, for different heat 
source shapes such as square-, circular uniform and parabolic shapes. They obtained analytical 
and approximate solutions of maximum and average surface temperatures for the previously 
mentioned heat source shapes. 

2.2.2. Heat generation in the wheel–rail contact area 

Tanvir [37] used the Laplace transform method to determine the temperature on and under 
the wheel tread. He considered an elliptical pressure distribution and assumed “that the fast 
moving heat source can be approximated using an instantaneous static source”. He concluded 
that “heat penetration below the surface is shallow and the thermal gradients are steep. There-
fore, thermal stresses should cause only surface damage”. 

Knothe and Liebelt [38] used Laplace transforms combined with the method of Green’s 
functions to analyze the contact temperature and temperature fields of components in relative 
sliding motion. To determine the temperature field in a wheel–rail contact, they reduced the 
three-dimensional problem, as an approximation, to a two dimensional one. Besides the tem-
peratures on ideal smooth surfaces, derived from pressure distribution, they analyzed the effects 
of roughness and surface defects. Furthermore, the effect of constant and ellipsoidal loadings 
was investigated (Figure 13). They concluded that in the case of the examples examined, sur-
face damages (e.g. cracks) have a higher influence on temperature rise than rough surfaces 
which have little impact. 

 
 

Figure 13 Normalized surface temperatures 
for constant and ellipsoidal loads [38] 

Figure 14 Temperature distribution for  
 different heat flow distributions [39] 

Ertz and Knothe [39] used and compared semi-analytical and numerical methods to compute 
the maximum surface temperature in a wheel-rail contact during rolling contact with sliding 
friction. The maximum surface temperature was determined by using the well-known Blok for-
mula. Besides comparing different computation methods, they also compared the results ob-
tained for various frictional heat flow rate distributions shown in Figure 14. They found that 
“since the average heat flow rate is equal in all cases, the maximum temperatures are almost 
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the same”. The impact of the hot wheel – cold rail contact on the temperature maximum was 
also examined. 

Gupta et al. [40] created two- and three-dimensional finite element models to investigate the 
temperature rise and distribution on and under a locomotive wheel tread for different combina-
tions of creep and adhesion. The FE model they developed can be seen in Figure 15. Combining 
the models they could examine the maximum temperature after one hour rolling-sliding contact 
(for a wheel load of 147 kN). They presented a detailed diagram which shows the results of the 
3D movement and a special sequentially distributed heat source model which shows the tem-
perature distribution on the wheel tread surface during the first five revolutions (Figure 16). 
Furthermore, they compared the temperature distribution under the surface at the end of the 
first five revolutions. The results show only a little deviation between the results of the different 
two- and three-dimensional models. Finally, for the cases examined, they computed the heat 
flow rate partitioning factor as well. 

 

Figure 15 The developed two- and 
three-dimensional FE model used dur-

ing the simulations [40] 

Figure 16 Temperature distribution on the surface 
during the first five revolutions [40] 

Spiryagin et al. [41] developed a mathematical model to investigate the temperature distri-
bution between wheel and rail in rolling contact and at different slips for one- and two-point 
contacts. They pointed out that to reduce wear, both the wheel tread and the flange-rail surface 
needs lubrication. The lubricants should be chosen based on the contact zone temperature. 
The computed temperature distribution inside the contact zone can be seen in Figure 17. 

Kennedy et al. [42] used an FE model to evaluate the temperature distribution and the heat 
partition (the distribution of the total heat generated transferred into the wheel and the rail 
sights) between rail and wheel and compared the results with many analytical solutions. 
They pointed out that many theoretical solutions “can produce unrealistic results under some 
circumstances” and hence be used to evaluate the temperature distribution and the heat partition 
factor between the elements in contact for high Peclet numbers (see Chapter 5.5.1) (high sliding 
velocities) and short sliding times. 

Kolonits [43] applied numerical models to evaluate the temperature distribution on a wheel 
surface. Figure 18 shows the temperature distribution during reduced speed in the case of dif-
ferent models. In the figure, 1D is a one-dimensional model from the surface to the depth of the 
model half-space, 2DM is a two-dimensional model with conductive heat flux along the motion, 
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3D is a full three-dimensional model, and 2DX is a two-dimensional model with heat flux trans-
versal to the motion. This investigation involved the analysis of the so-called “rail chill” effect 
(the effect of a cold rail). 

Figure 17 Temperatures in degrees Celsius in a 
wheel–rail contact zone during rolling-sliding 

contact [41] 

Figure 18 Dimensionless temperature dis-
tribution on the surface in the case of re-

duced speed [43] 

Vo et al. [44] created an FEM model to determine the contact stresses of a wheel–rail con-
nection at different lubrication conditions (dry, wet, oily) as a basis of the theoretical thermal 
computations. Figure 19 shows the temperature distribution for different contacts. 

 
 (a) Wet contact (b) Oil contact 

Figure 19 Temperature distribution under different lubricant conditions [44] 

Sábitz and Zobory [45] used FEM to investigate temperature distribution and martensite 
formation on the surface of the wheel tread both for tread braking and disc braking. 
They pointed out that “in case of block-braking-free wheel-rail contact phenomenon with the 
considered operation parameters, the maximum temperature value and the absolute value of 
the cooling rate were sufficient for the occurrence of martensite formation”. Sábitz and Kolonits 
[46] also used FEM to examine the temperature distribution on the wheel tread, and compared 
the results with those of an analytical solution. 

In contrast with the authors mentioned above, Sundh and Olofsson [47] performed measure-
ments to analyze the thermal phenomena between the contacting elements. They used Pin--on-
disk measurements to analyze the wheel–rail and wheel flange – rail connections. Using scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM), they analyzed the micro- and nano-structural changes and 
wear on the contact surfaces at different sliding speeds. Similarly to Sundh and Olofsson, 
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Kolonits [48] designed a Pin–on–disc experiment and compared the results with those of nu-
merical computation. The assumption of the “third body” effect was also considered. 

Gallardo-Hernandez et al. [49] studied the different wear regions and wheel and rail mech-
anisms. They used analytical thermal models for contact temperature development to predict 
the temperature in a twin-disc contact, assuming that the average contact temperature is the 
same for both bodies. 

2.2.3. Thermal stresses on and under the wheel tread 

Wu et al. [50] created a two-dimensional coupled thermal-elastic-plastic finite element anal-
ysis with temperature dependent material properties to investigate the residual stress and strain 
distributions on and under the rail head when more than one wheel passes different loading 
cases with or without thermal load. During the analysis, the contact pressure was idealized as a 
Hertzian distribution. The FE model can be seen in Figure 20. They concluded that the residual 
von Mises stress and displacement, besides the equivalent plastic strain on the surface of the 
rail head, was highest when the thermal effect for every wheel pass was considered. The eval-
uated model can help understand the development and the propagating mechanism of friction 
induced thermal fatigue of the rail head. 

Figure 20 The FE model used during  
the investigation [50] 

Figure 21 Isolines of the dimensionless com-
pressive stress under the tread [51] 

Fischer et al. [51] developed an analytical computation method applying the Laplace trans-
form technique to evaluate the temperature and stress field during sliding contact on the surface 
of a half space. Based on the temperature results, they created an elastic finite element model 
for plane strain conditions to compute the stress field. Results for both temperature and stress 
were given in dimensionless form. The authors presented diagrams which allow the immediate 
estimation of the stress state by multiplying the reduced stress components by E×α×·Tmax (mod-
ulus of elasticity × thermal expansion coefficient × maximum temperature). Figure 21 shows 
the compressive dimensionless stress component distribution under the surface of the wheel in 
the near-surface region. 

Sábitz and Zobory [52] used FEM to analyze the temperature and thermal stress distribution 
in the case of a tread braked wheel. They analyzed not only the temperature distribution during 
a complete passenger route between Budapest and Hegyeshalom (188 km) but also the tangen-
tial stress distribution on the tread. 

Peng et al. in [53] and [54] used a 3D non-linear finite element model to evaluate the thermal 
stresses, allowing for “rail chill” effects (a hot wheel passing over a cold rail) in the case of a 
tread braked wheel. They examined two different braking processes (stop and drag braking). 
The analyses consisted of three different stages. During the first stage, thermal stresses were 
evaluated considering the rail chill effect under different braking processes. In the second stage, 
semi-analytical computation was used to determine the stress intensity factor of thermal cracks. 
During computations in the third stage, the Frost-Dugdale approach was used to model thermal 
fatigue crack growth. As a result of the analyses, they concluded that rail chill had an influence 
of approximately 10% on the maximum temperature for both braking processes. It was also 
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concluded that rail chill caused significant difference in fatigue life, computed both for stop and 
drag braking. 

Similarly to Peng et al., Moyar and Stone in the early 90ies [55] examined the mechanism 
of thermal defects of the wheel considering the rail chill effect using critical plane fatigue ini-
tiation theory (this theory uses the variation of shear and normal stress components on fixed 
planes during critical plane fatigue analysis). 

As a different approach, the temperature and stress distribution was examined in a disc brake 
for different simplified braking processes in the papers of Oder et al. [56] and Reibenschuh et 
al. [57]. The evaluated 3D FE models enable the examination of real temperature and stress 
distribution on and under the surface of a real air-cooled disc brake maintaining a constant 
speed and stop braking from 250 km/h. 

In their papers, Páczelt and Mróz [58], [59], [60] used numerical thermal-elastic computation 
to analyze the combined effect of contact and heat on wear processes in the case of translating 
and rotating punches combined with reciprocal punch sliding. 

2.3. Defects of railway wheels 

The defects of the railway wheels can be classified into the following major groups accord-
ing to [61]: 

 Thermal cracks: 

The most severe type of wheel defects. Thermal cracks occur as a result of the alternate 
heating and cooling process of the wheel tread and partly the rim under braking. The cracks are 
caused by metallurgical changes in the wheel material. In most cases, thermal cracks are located 
transversally on the wheel tread and can be removed by machining. Without preventive action, 
thermal cracks can reach the point when the wheel will fracture. Typical thermal cracks on the 
wheel can be seen in Figure 22 [61]. 

     
  a) b) c) 

Figure 22 Different classes of thermal cracks on the wheel tread [61] 
a) Claas 2 thermal crack; b) Claas 3 thermal crack; c) Claas 4 thermal crack 

 Rolling contact fatigue: 

These defects are the results of repeated contact stress during rolling motion. They are lo-
cated on the wheel tread surface and not oriented perpendicularly to the running direction (chev-
ron type indication). Spalling is usually caused by rolling fatigue cracks. Rolling contact fatigue 
cracks can be seen in Figure 23 [61], [62]. 
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Figure 23 Rolling fatigue cracks on the tread 

[61] 
Figure 24 Subsurface fatigue crack  

propagated to the surface [61] 

 Subsurface fatigue 

These cracks develop 3–25 mm under the tread where shear stress – caused by the wheel–
rail contact – reaches its maximum, and are initiated by metallurgical defects. Although ultra-
sonic testing is normally used to identify subsurface cracks, they can also be detected visually. 
A subsurface fatigue crack which propagated to the surface can be seen in Figure 24 [61]. 

 Fatigue cracks 

These defects are caused by either external damage or a manufacturing fault. They usually 
appear as solitary cracks. A fatigue crack can be seen in Figure 25 [61]. 

 
Figure 25 Fatigue crack on the tread  
propagated from thermal crack [61] 

Figure 26 Shelling on the tread [62] 

 Spalling or shelled tread 

Spalling or shelling is a process when pieces of metal break off the surface of the tread in 
several places, more or less continuously around the perimeter. These defects appear as a result 
of thermal damage, skidding, or over-stressing at the contact point. Spalling or shelling is 
caused by a combination of two or more of the following factors: poor track and excessive 
speed resulting in high impact stresses, excessive vertical loads, excessive braking (thermal 
damage and/or skidding) or insufficient wheel hardness [61]. A spalled wheel tread can be seen 
in Figure 26. 
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 Skidded wheels (wheel flattening) 

When the wheel blocks while the vehicle is moving, the wheel is said to be skidded. Spalling 
or other further damage eventually occurs as a result of skidding. In addition, skidding reduces 
the life of bogie components such as bearings. Impact forces produced by a flattened wheel are 
also detrimental to the track structure [61]. A skidded wheel can be seen in  
Figure 27. 

 Scaled wheels 

Scaled wheels usually occur while braking; the wheel heats up to a stage where the material 
becomes soft enough to flow on the tread surface. In this state it mixes with brake dust or other 
extraneous materials and is then deposited back onto the wheel where it cools down in layers, 
giving the tread a scaly appearance. This defect may cover the hole tread of the wheel or any 
part of it [61]. Scaled wheels can be seen in Figure 28. 

   
Figure 27 Skidded wheel tread [61] Figure 28 Scaled wheel tread [61] 

 Arrises 

An arris is formed when the flange metal has rolled towards the tip of the flange, causing a 
step with a sharp point at the flange tip [61]. The result can be seen in Figure 29. 

 
Figure 29 Wheel with arris [61] Figure 30 Hollow tread [61] 

 Tread/flange wear 

Tread/flange wear can be categorized into steep, high, thin, and short flanges as well as hol-
low tread [61]. A hollow tread can be seen in Figure 30. 
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 Damaged wheels 

This group consists of manufacturing defects, out-of-round wheels and overheated wheels. 
In the case of manufacturing defects, the failure that has occurred on the wheel web can result 
in a fatigue crack which propagates circumferentially around the web. An out-of-round wheel 
is another form of manufacturing defect. In this case, the wheel tread was turned out-of-round, 
e.g. the milling cutter was not fed correctly or the wheel tread was not turned concentrically to 
the axle centre. Damage caused to the wheel by a heavy external impact is called an external 
wheel damage. This external impact may cause fatigue cracks to start and propagate quickly 
through the entire wheel. Figure 31 and Figure 32 show different manufacturing defects [61]. 

  

Figure 31 Incorrect mill feed 
as a result of bad turning [61] 

Figure 32 Badly turned wheel because of  
an external object [61] 

2.3.1. Theoretical and experimental investigations of wheel defects 

In addition to contact and temperature studies, a number of investigations are available in 
print and online that use numerical and experimental methods to deal with the mechanism of 
wheel-rail defects. 

The article by Ekberg and Kabo [63] includes an overview of the mechanisms behind the 
various fatigue phenomena, the impacts of the different influencing parameters and the possible 
ways of prevention. Similarly, Ekberg summarized the details of railway wheel fatigue (back-
ground, mechanism, prediction, etc.) in [64]. 

Handa et al. [65] used an experimental test equipment to examine how tread thermal cracks 
occur and propagate. The arrangement of this test apparatus can be seen in Figure 33. The anal-
ysis involved not only the wheel–rail contact but also the tread breaking process. Figure 34 
illustrates the distribution of tread thermal cracks on and under the running surface of the test 
wheel. As a result of the measurement, they could make the following statements. Tread thermal 
cracks appeared on the surface of the tread less the 100 times of braking cycles and less than 
106 times of rolling contact under a contact load of 60 kN. These cracks are generated and 
propagated in the inner region of the wheel–rail contact width (Figure 34), however, the contact 
width with the brake block was wider. This means that both cyclic thermal load and rolling 
contact are necessary for thermal crack generation. “Accordingly, tread thermal cracks can be 
defined as an idiosyncratic phenomenon affected by interactions of low cycle thermal fatigue 
and rolling contact fatigue”. Finally, they detected the tensile residual stress in the range of 
100 to 500 MPa for depths of up to 500 µm. 
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Figure 33 The test apparatus  
used during the analysis [65] 

Figure 34 Crack distribution (a) on 
and (b) under the tread [65] 

Handa and Morimoto [2] used the same test apparatus as in [65]. The aim of the analysis 
was to examine the dominating factor of thermal crack development and the possible counter-
measures. Residual stress distribution was also examined by numerical analysis based on the 
temperature conditions computed and predicted by FEM and measurement. Figure 35 shows 
the locations of the tread thermal cracks that were highlighted with penetrant testing. Figure 36 
shows the FE model used. As a result of their investigation they could make the following 
important statements. The alternating loading caused by tread braking and the additional tan-
gential force imposed by the rolling contact induced tread thermal cracks. “The main cause of 
tread thermal cracking is considered to be residual stress and wheel-rail tangential force”. 
Last but not least the Hertzian contact pressure has a very small influence on thermal cracking. 

 

Figure 35 The location of tread thermal cracks 
on the tread surface [2] 

Figure 36 The FE models used  
during the analyses [2] 

In addition to thermal fatigue cracks, rolling contact fatigue was examined by various au-
thors. Makino et al. [66] examined shelling as a typical rolling fatigue crack with two cylindrical 
specimens and the FE method. One of their goals was to clarify the effect of slip ratio on the 
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rolling contact fatigue (RCF) property of railway wheel steel. They concluded that “fatigue 
strength obtained by RCF tests decreased with the increase in the slip ratio, where the traction 
coefficient increased with the slip ratio”. During the FE analyses, water penetration into the 
crack face was also reproduced. 

Similarly to Makino et al., Ringsberg et al. [67] and Pletz et al. [68] also used FE analyses 
to examine RCF in the case of the rail side. Kabo [69] used FEM as well to examine the impact 
of material defects on the development of rolling fatigue cracks in case of a railway wheel. 

2.4. Conclusions 

As shown in the overviews, there are several methods available to examine the contact be-
haviour, temperature development and failure process of a wheel–rail contact. Although simple 
analytical methods can be used for most cases to resolve the problem, they have some serious 
limitations in most cases (e.g. [5], [30]). Numerical methods extend the possibilities for a more 
detailed investigation of the contact and thermal phenomena as well as the background of the 
defects. As can be seen, the most popular analysis form nowadays is the FEM which offers a 
comprehensive solution in wide application fields (e.g. [15] and [54]). 

The referenced publications show that different kinds of approaches were used within the 
scope of FE analyses. To compute the temperature field and the thermal stress distribution, not 
only 3D but also 2D models were made. These models in most of the cases contained simplifi-
cations or used different types of modelling techniques, such as the moving and the distributed 
heat source model which, in the case of the thermal computations, were applied separately. One 
of the reasons for these simplifications was the fact that complex 3D models require huge com-
putational resources, which is limiting the accurate reproduction of the real processes. 

In the dissertation, a new FE based method will be presented which combines the advantages 
of the various techniques and makes it possible to examine the real-life rolling–-sliding contact 
conditions of the wheel and rail. 
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3. Tools and methods used during the research 

During my research to model and investigate the theoretical background of thermal wheel 
surface damage development – after the detailed analysis of the available methods – the FEM 
method was used. Taking into consideration that the problem under examination is so compli-
cated, the problem has been divided into several partial tasks with several partial FE models. 
The analysis of the contact and the frictional state of a wheel–rail connection was studied, and 
the heat and the thermal stress generation between them were examined separately. To validate 
the new FE method, analytical methods described above were used. In the case of contact anal-
ysis, the results are compared with the Hertz theory. The thermal computation validation is 
based on Tian & Kennedy’s analytical solution. Some of the results were compared with ex-
perimental data and measurement results from the literature. 

The schematic structure of my segmented computation method and validation processes can 
be seen in Figure 37. During the research, the ANSYS Workbench 14.5 software was used. 

 
Figure 37 The structure of the segmented FE computation method 
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During the different computation steps, different basic contact assumptions were used. Dur-
ing the computation of the contact, real-life contact conditions, an elliptical contact patch and 
parabolic contact pressure distribution, caused by the bodies in contact, were taken into consid-
eration. During the transient thermal and the coupled transient thermal-elastic-plastic analyses 
the previously computed elliptical contact area was considered to be rectangular with uniform 
pressure distribution to compute the heat source. Through the combined thermal and contact 
analysis the formerly described rectangular contact patch with uniform pressure distribution 
(due to the heat source) and a parabolic pressure distribution (obtained from the contact com-
putation) were used. 
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4. The examination of the frictional contact state of a wheel-rail contact 

In order to model the contact behaviour in a railway wheel-rail contact during stationary as 
well as partial sticking and sliding and total sliding conditions, a 3D FE model has been created. 
During the analyses, the ANSYS V14.5 Workbench software was used. 

4.1. The structure of the FE model 

In the course of my investigations, a 40° piece of a railway wheel of D=920 mm diameter 
[70] and with simplified geometry and a 400 mm long rail, compliant with the UIC-60E1 profile 
standard [71] were examined (Figure 38). 

Appendix I contains the exact dimensions of the rail profile. For the sake of allowable sim-
plification, the flange of the wheel rim and the conical shape of the tread were neglected. In the 
case of the rail, the fillets as well as the bank along its web and foot and the bank angle of the 
rail were also neglected. Since the geometries so established are totally symmetrical to the Y-Z 
plane, half models were produced from the pieces extracted for computations. 

 

Figure 38 The model geometry, 
with symmetry conditions 

Figure 39 Structure of the segmented geom-
etry (drawn apart vertically) 

The segments of the analyses according to Figure 38 were broken down into sub-segments. 
This was intended to produce a sufficiently fine mesh at the places required. The sub-segments 
are shown in Figure 39. 

A so-called bonded mesh [72] was produced between each segment in order to simplify links 
and to reduce the number of components, therefore bonded contact relations (with MPC contact 
formulation according to the ANSYS terms) were defined between mesh segments. 

For the sake of greater computational accuracy, 20-node hexahedron elements were used at 
each segment. In case of the base bodies (C), the element size was 15 mm; in case of segments 
marked by (B), it was 5 mm; in case of segments marked by (A), it was 0.9 mm.  
Thus the FE mesh consisted of 57,083 elements and 249,549 nodes for the whole geometry. 
Figure 40 illustrates the structure of the FE mesh. 
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Figure 40 The structure of the FE mesh 

4.1.1. Material properties used for the contact analyses 

During the contact analyses, a linear elastic material model was used for both the wheel and 
the rail. The material properties are listed in Table 1. In the case of the wheel, SSW-3QS wheel 
material was assumed, which has similar content to the European ER9 steel grade according to 
the EN13262 standard. In the case of the rail, ordinary steel material properties were used. The 
material properties – listed in Table 1 – are valid at 25C. 

 Wheel [2] Rail 

Poisson ratio: 0.3 0.3 

Young’s modulus: 206,000 MPa 200,000 MPa 

Density: 7,850 kg/m3 7,850 kg/m3 

Table 1 Material properties applied during contact analyses at 25ºC 

4.1.2. Boundary and loading conditions 

During the computations, the total weight of the vehicle (a passenger carriage) was ~510 kN 
[70], representing ~F=63,750 N vertical load per wheel, assuming that the vehicle has four axles 
(like the Siemens Viaggio Classic carriage). At first, frictionless contact was applied between 
the wheel–rail connection (stationary position), later the sliding contact was studied. 

A fixed boundary condition was applied to the top and the side surfaces of the wheel model 
to simulate the initial stationary position (I in Figure 41). On the bottom and side surfaces of 
the rail, a prescribed displacement constraint (II) was applied. At first the X and Z movement 
of the rail was fixed and a prescribed value of δ=0.0796 mm in Y direction was applied which 
provided the necessary loading force according to the Hertz theory. On both analysed bodies, 
symmetry constraints (III) were applied along the symmetry planes according to Figure 38. The 
boundary conditions on the model can be seen in Figure 41. 

The prescribed Y displacement on the rail (II) was computed using the Hertz theory. 
The computation process is described by equations (1)-(8) [73]. 
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Figure 41 The applied boundary conditions 

The approach of two contacting bodies was computed using the following equation: 
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The value of the nδ parameter is included in Appendix II. To compute this coefficient it is nec-
essary to determine the Ψ parameter (equivalent radius ratio): 
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Considering that in the case of the present geometry r1=R2=∞ and φ=90° (the definition of each 
quantity can be seen in Chapter 4.2.1) the computed prescribed displacement is ~0.0796 mm. 
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4.2. Results – Part I. – Contact state 

While computing, three sample lines were specified on the wheel, along which results were 
sampled (only results on the wheel were sampled due to the conformity of the material proper-
ties). Figure 42 shows the location of the sample lines. 

 

Figure 42 Location of sample lines used for the evaluation of results on the wheel model: St in the 
direction of rolling, Sd in the direction of depth, Sp perpendicularly to the symmetry plane 

The contact pressure distributions on the wheel tread are shown in Figure 43 along the 
Sp and St sample lines. It can be seen that the distributions are approximately symmetric, the 
diagram shapes correspond to the Hertz theory. The maximum pressure value is 1011.4 MPa. 
Figure 44 shows the contact stress for both the wheel and the rail in the vicinity of the contact 
area. 

 

Figure 43 Contact stress distribution on the wheel tread 

Similarly to the contact pressure, the von Mises stress distribution along the Sd sample line 
was examined. An overview of the von Mises stress can be seen in Figure 45 near the contact 
region (the maximum value is near the to the yield strength that was 663 MPa). Figure 46 con-
tains the equivalent stress distribution along the Sd sample line (vertically in the symmetry 
plane). 
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Figure 44 The sY normal stress distribution near the contact area (vertically) 

  

Figure 45 The von Mises equivalent stress distribution near the contact area (vertically) 

Figure 46 The von Mises stress distribution 
along the Sd sample line on the wheel 

Figure 47 Principal shear stress distribution 
along the Sd sample line on the wheel 
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The curves shown above reach their maximum in the region of 2–4 mm depth under the 
running tread. Figure 47 and Figure 48 show the principal shear stress distribution along the 
Sd sample line. The principal shear stress reaches its maximum under the wheel tread which is 
in accordance with the Hertz theory [6]. 

 
 

Figure 48 Principal shear stress distribution near the contact region (in stationary position) 

Because of the cyclic rotation of the wheel tread, one of its most common failures is subsur-
face fatigue cracks (Figure 49), which with time propagate to the surface and may cause the 
fatigue breakage of the wheel. The cracks usually appear 3–25 mm under the tread [61]  
(depending on the contact state) where the principal shear stress reaches its maximum. This 
depth can also be seen in my analysis. 

 

a) Sub-surface fatigue crack 
(identified during wheel turning

b) Sub-surface fatigue crack  
(extending to back of wheel) 

Figure 49 Examples for subsurface fatigue cracks and its effects [61] 

4.2.1. Validation of the FE contact model 

To validate the FE analyses presented above, an analytical computation has been performed 
to determine the half-length and half-width of the contact area, as well as the maximum contact 
pressure. The method of the computation is described by equations (9)-(11) according to the 
Hertz theory [73]. The geometrical quantities used in the analytical computation can be seen in 
Figure 50. 
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a) In the case of the Hertz-theory  
arrangement [73] 

b) In the case of the wheel-rail connection 

Figure 50 The geometrical quantities used in the analyses 

The maximum stress appears in the contact centre-point of the two bodies, which can be 
computed by the following equation: 
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where constants a and b are the lengths of the semi-axes of the contact ellipse: 
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The parameter η and the main equivalent radius (Σk) come from equations (3)-(7). The values 
of parameters na, and nb are included in Appendix II. To compute these parameters, the previ-
ously determined Ψ parameter must also be used. 

The results of the analytical computation are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3. 

k11: 0.002173 mm-1 Ψ: 0.211 - 

k12: 0 mm-1 na: 1.1589 - 

k21: 0 mm-1 nb: 0.8757 - 

k22: 0.003333 mm-1 nδ: 0.9987 - 

Σk: 0.005507 mm-1 η: 8.9675∙10-6 

Table 2 Partial results of the analytical computation 

 FEM Analytical Deviation 

a: 6.3 mm 6.23 mm 1.12 % 

b: 5 mm 4.71 mm 6.16 % 

pmax: 1011.4 MPa 1036.29 MPa 2.4 % 

Table 3 Results of the analytical and FEM computations 
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As is visible in Table 3, the deviation between the major results of the FE computation and 
the reference analytical computation is only a few percent. The structure and mesh of the FE 
model is accurate enough according to the reference computation and can be used for further 
simulations. 

4.3. Results – Part II. – Examination of the frictional state during rolling–sliding 

While the friction is considered, partial-slip or full sliding occurs. The second part of the 
analysis examined the slipping process of the wheel. To do that, the constraint of the wheel was 
modified. A prescribed displacement constraint was applied to the wheel which allowed 
1.08710-5 rad rotation (0.005 mm tangential displacement), with the constraints of the rail left 
unchanged (Figure 51). In addition, a frictional coefficient of µ=0.15 [74] was applied between 
the contacting bodies. That coefficient of static friction was assumed to be constant and inde-
pendent from the pressure, the velocity and the temperature. 

 

Figure 51 The modified boundary condition for the wheel 

To examine the sticking (adhesion) zone within the contact zone, the tangential displacement 
of the wheel and the rail have been analysed in their stationary position, at the first position and 
further four positions as shown in Figure 52. The diagram captions show the current tangential 
displacement (ut), and the current rotation angle (γ) of the wheel. As is visible from the results, 
the stiffness of the bodies in contact causes the full slip of the wheel tread on the rail head to 
appear only after 1.5·10-3 mm tangential displacement. In Figure 52 a), the sticking zone ex-
tends to nearly half of the contact zone in the stationary position. Figure 52 b)-d) show the 
tangential displacements when the wheel is displaced by 2.5·10-4-7.5·10-4 mm.  
As shown in the figures, the extent of the sticking zone decreased. After that, when the sticking 
zone disappears, the contacting elements start sliding on each other. In this case, the tangential 
displacements are different (within the total contact area) from each other, as shown in Figure 
52 e) (when the wheel displacement is ~1.5·10-3 mm). The tangential traction force also listed 
under the figures. 

This effect applies not only to the starting procedure but also to the braking procedure when 
the tread of the braked wheel comes into macroscopic sliding over the rail head. As a conse-
quence, sliding or rolling–sliding conditions generate heat between the wheel tread and the rail. 
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a) ut=0 mm γ=0° b) ut=2.5∙10-4 mm γ=3.1∙10-5° 

c) ut=5∙10-4 mm; γ=6.2∙10-5° d) ut=7.5∙10-4 mm γ=9.3∙10-5° 

e) ut=1.5∙10-3 mm γ=1.8∙10-4° 

Figure 52 The tangential displacement of the wheel tread and the rail at 
different rotating angles of the wheel and a tangentially fixed rail 
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4.3.1. Verification of the frictional contact FE model 

To verify the previous results, listed in Chapter 4.3, a modified test model was prepared 
based on the formerly presented wheel geometry. The computed contact pressure (p) and the 
tangential traction (pt = μ∙p) were applied - both as distributed normal and tangential pres-
sures - onto a surface - which has the size of the contact area - on the wheel tread according to 
Figure 53. 

Similarly to the original FE model, a symmetry constraint was applied on the symmetry 
plane. Furthermore, fixed boundary conditions were used on the indicated surfaces in accord-
ance with Figure 53. The structure of the FE mesh was exactly the same as described in Chap-
ter 4.1. 

 
Figure 53 Loads and the boundary conditions 
of the test model (wheel model depicted in re-

versed position) 

Figure 54 Tangential displacement of the 
original wheel model and the test model 

As can be seen in Figure 54, the tangential displacement of the test model along the St sample 
line is nearly the same as the displacement computed with the original model (according to the 
characteristic in stationary position). The deviation between the two curves is due to the sim-
plified distributed pressure application (which is now constant over the assumed contact area 
deviating from the real parabolic distribution) in the case of the test model. The prescribed 
tangential displacement at the instant when the wheel transited full sliding (~1.5·10-3 mm) is 
also shown in the figure for the original model. In accordance with this result, the original model 
can be used to simulate the frictional state of a wheel-rail connection with sufficient accuracy. 

4.4. Conclusions 

A railway wheel–rail contact behavior was analyzed in this chapter. In the first part of the 
analysis, the contact normal stress distribution of the contact between wheel and rail was ex-
amined and was validated with an analytical Hertz computation. In addition to the contact nor-
mal stress, the von Mises stress distribution on and under the contact surfaces was also ana-
lyzed. According to the results, the maximum of the von Mises stress and the principal shear 
stress occurs under the wheel tread at 2–4 mm depth (under the studied conditions). The second 
part of the analysis described the investigation of the initial stick–slip phenomenon. The results 
show that the initial sticking zone within the contact zone decreases after just ~0.0015 mm 
tangential displacement of the wheel, and full sliding occurs at higher tangential displacement. 

Related publications: [75]; [76]; [77]; [78]; [79]; [80]; [81]. 
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5. Thermal analysis of the wheel–rail rolling–sliding contact 

This chapter evaluates the temperature development between the contact surface of the 
wheel and rail caused by the frictional heat generation from 1 to 5 revolutions, as well as the 
braking situation with transient thermal analyses. For the complete braking process the distrib-
uted heat source models were also introduced. Similarly to the contact analyses, the  
ANSYS V14.5 Workbench software was used. 

5.1. Simplification of the contact area 

During the investigations, the elliptical contact area was considered to be rectangular for 
simpler FE discretization. The half width of the actual contact ellipse was about 5 mm, while 
the half-length in sliding direction was about 6.3 mm; these values had been determined previ-
ously with the FE contact model (see Chapter 4.2). For the further analyses the contact area was 
substituted by a rectangular surface of 12×8.25 mm, assuming that the resultant force along 
such a 12×8.25 mm surface (A=99 mm2) should be the same as in the case of a contact ellipse 
of 12.6×10 mm (A=98.96 mm2), assuming a constant contact pressure (Figure 55). The reason 
of this simplification was to be able to organize the moving heat source in the FE computation. 

 
Figure 55 The original and the modified contact surface and its dimensions 

5.2. The structure of the thermal FE models 

In the course of my investigations, a 14° piece of a railway wheel of D=920 mm diameter 
[70] with simplified geometry and a 175 mm long rail, compliant with the UIC-60E1 profile 
standard [71] were examined (Figure 56). During the computation, the flange of the wheel rim 
and the conical shape of the tread were neglected. Since the geometries thus established are 
totally symmetrical to the Y–Z plane, half models were produced from the pieces extracted for 
computations. 

The segments of the analyses according to Figure 56 were subdivided into sub-segments. 
This was intended to produce a sufficiently fine mesh. A further purpose of breaking down into 
sub-segments was to ensure moving heat source control. The sub-segments are shown in Figure 
57 (in the rail model, the sub-segments formation was the same as on the wheel apart from the 
curved segment). 

The narrower testing environment affected by thermal loads (A-B-C) consisted of a total of 
120 smaller separate sub-segments. A so-called bonded mesh [72] was produced between each 
segment in order to simplify links and to reduce the number of components, and bonded contact 
relationships were defined between mesh segments (Figure 58). 

For the sake of higher computation accuracy, 20-node hexahedron elements were used for 
each segment. The element size was 10 mm for the base body (outside of (D) in Figure 57), 
5 mm for the segments marked (D); and 1 mm for the segments marked (C); in the case of 
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segments (B) and (A), element size was reduced to 0.4 mm in tangential direction, and in seg-
ment (A) was broken down to further 5 elements in the direction of depth, consequently the 
element height was 0.1 mm here. Thus the FE mesh consisted of 37,108 elements and 178,311 
nodes in the case of the wheel, and 37,109 elements and 179,222 nodes in the case of the rail. 
From Figure 57 the wheel model is depicted in reversed position because of the segmentation. 

 
Figure 56 The initial geometries showing symmetry criteria 

 
Figure 57 Structure of the segmented wheel model (drawn apart vertically) 
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Figure 58 The structure of the FE mesh 

5.2.1. Material properties used 

During the thermal analyses, temperature-dependent and temperature-independent thermal 
material properties (Table 4) were used. The material was the same as in the contact analyses 
(SSW-3QS). In the course of the analyses, the materials of the rail and the wheel were consid-
ered to be identical. 

Temperature 
(°C) 

Thermal expansion 
coefficient (K-1) 

Thermal conductivity 
(W/mK)* 

Specific heat 
(J/kgK)* 

25 1.09∙10-05 

54 465 

100 1.09∙10-05 

200 1.14∙10-05 

300 1.24∙10-05 

400 1.31∙10-05 

500  1.38∙10-05 

600 1.46∙10-05 

700 1.51∙10-05 

Table 4 Thermal material properties for wheel and rail [2] 

5.2.2. Thermal boundary and loading conditions 

During the computations, a vehicle running at a speed of 100 km/h was taken into account, 
with the wheels in rolling motion exposed to considerable macroscopic sliding under permanent 
braking. The peripheral speed of the wheels was considered to be 85 km/h*, representing a 
speed difference of Δv=15 km/h (4.1667 m/s) between the translational and peripheral speeds, 
so a slip of about 15% was present on the wheel-rail contact patch (15% slip is a typical wheel 
slide during WSP activity on soapy rail*). In the course of computations, the total weight of the 
vehicle was ~ 510 kN [70], representing F=63,750 N vertical load per wheel, assuming that the 
vehicle has four axles. The friction coefficient was considered to be constant during the com-
putations, with a value of µ=0.15. The initial temperature was Tref=22 °C during the computa-
tions. 

                                                 
* Information courtesy of Knorr-Bremse Vasúti Jármű Rendszerek Hungária Kft.  
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As can be seen in Chapter 5.1, during the simulations the elliptical contact area was consid-
ered to be rectangular for simpler FE discretization. If the heat flux distribution is ellipsoidal or 
constant, the computed contact maximum temperatures differ only by a few percent [38]. 

The thermal energy generated by sliding friction along the rail is: 

39,844Q v F    W. (12)

It was assumed that the heat generated would be fully dissipated evenly between the elements 
sliding on each other. So the value of heat partition (α) was 0.5 for both contacting components. 
The share of thermal energy received by the wheel was (α=0.5): 

19,922kQ Q   W. (13)

Assuming a uniformly distributed heat source along the entire contact area A, the heat flux was 
[6] (if the heat flux distribution is ellipsoidal or constant, the computed contact temperatures 
differ only by a few percent [38]): 

8
2

2.013 10 .kQ W
q

A m
    (14)

(In order to have more accurate results, a separate transient thermal FE model was created for 
the first 5 revolutions of the rail side. To have the same contact temperature results for both 
sides, the assumed heat partition was 0.52 for the rail and 0.48 for the wheel side for the first 
revolution, and ~0.54/0.46 for the fifth revolution in the case of “Hot rail”. These results are 
shown for the full braking process in Chapter 5.5.3, see Figure 78). 

The considered heat flux q was assigned to the FE model as shown in Figure 59 (no tread 
braking was assumed). From among the 120 segments, 12 were always active (in accordance 
with the contact area), thereby ensuring heat input from the specified contact area. Heat sources 
were controlled by 1 mm shifts as a function of time (in compliance with the 85 km/h peripheral 
speed of the wheel). During one shift, the computation was divided into 10 time steps. As the 
end of the tested area was reached, the heat source was switched off for a period of time until 
one revolution had completed (in that step the computation was divided into 20 time steps). 

In addition to the heat flux added to the model, the cooling effect of the air, flowing at a 
relatively high speed, was taken into consideration at a thermal convection of 20 W/m2°C [2] 
(at 22ºC of ambient temperature), operating along the entire outer surface of the wheel. Test 
computations showed that the effect of the convection was negligible. The outer sliced surfaces 
(according to Figure 56) were taken into account as isolated surfaces. 

 
Figure 59 Method of applied heat flux to the FE model by indicating the direction of sliding  

(grey area shows the temporary location of the moving heat source) 
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5.3. Distributed heat source models 

Besides the moving heat source models, distributed heat source models were also created for 
both the wheel and the rail in order to consider a braking process longer than 5 revolutions. 
With this approach, a temporary, moving heat generation cannot be handled, only a continuous 
distributed model producing a uniform heat all around the perimeter. 

During the creation of the models, the total amount of heat (for 1 revolution) for the entire 
perimeter of the wheel was computed instead of using the previously presented method. Then, 
this amount of heat was applied proportionally for the whole perimeter examined. On the other 
hand, in the case of the rail the heat amount – assuming a 6.6 m distance between axle passages 
– was defined and distributed along the length under examination, allowing continuous heat 
generation. The other thermal boundary conditions were the same as in the moving heat source 
model (the time step was 50). With this technique, the average surface temperature of both the 
wheel and the rail can be determined at any point of the braking process based on this distributed 
heat source model. Nevertheless, instantaneous temperature peaks are not provided by these 
models, unlike in moving heat source models. The structure of the distributed heat source mod-
els are shown in Figure 60. 

a) Wheel b) Rail 

Figure 60 The structure of the distributed heat source models,  
with the 120 segments merged together 

5.4. Braking process during disc braking 

The basis of the computations was the theoretical braking curves of a standard passenger 
trainset (consisting of three coaches fitted with pneumatic disc brakes and with electro-mag-
netic brakes on some of its bogies) moving at a speed of 160 km/h and “gamma approach” 
according to the ETCS signal, control and train protection system used in Europe [82]. 

Figure 61 shows the braking curve of a braking process from a speed of 100 km/h (without 
the brake build up time). Definition of gamma trains: “When the ETCS on-board equipment is 
fitting a train with a fixed composition or a finite number of predefined compositions, all the 
nominal deceleration profiles, their corresponding rolling stock correction factors and the 
brake build up times can be preconfigured in the ETCS on-board equipment. The trains for 
which it is possible to store such predefined data are called “Gamma trains”” [82]. 

The speed of the wheel with a 15% slip, assuming that under 40 km/h the wheel is rolling 
without slip, is also presented in Figure 61. During the computation of the temperature distri-
bution on the wheel and rail surfaces during the complete braking process, the heating effect of 
the electro-magnetic rail brakes has been omitted, which results in higher rail temperature and, 
consequently, a higher wheel tread temperature is also generated. 
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Figure 61. Braking curve from 100 km/h according to the ETCS documentation on “gamma ap-

proach”, without the brake build up time [82] 

5.5. Results 

In the course of the computations, three sample lines were specified, along which results 
were sampled at four different instants of time at each revolution for both the wheel and the 
rail. Figure 62 shows the location of sample lines on the wheel (on the rail, the sample lines are 
at the same location), and Figure 63 illustrates the positions of the heat sources at the instant of 
each sample (for 5 revolutions) on the plan view of the analysed zone. 

 

Figure 62 Location of sample lines used for the evaluation of results on the test model: St according 
to the direction of sliding, Sd in direction of depth, Sp in direction across the tread 

 

Figure 63 Positions of the moving heat source at the instants of the samples, with the corresponding 
position and time data for the 1st and the 5th revolutions (the highlighted s coordinates indicate the 

centre of the current position of the moving heat source) 
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5.5.1. Results of the thermal computations in case of the wheel and the rail 

Thermal studies can be classified into two groups according to the Peclet number (Pe). 
A small Peclet number represents a so-called ”slow sliding” contact, whereas a large Peclet 
number represents a ”fast sliding” contact. The larger the value of the Peclet number, the less 
heat penetrates below the surface, rather than resulting in only surface temperature rise.  
If Pe<0.8, there is ”slow sliding” contact, and if Pe>5, the contact is ”fast sliding” [36], [83]. 
The larger the Peclet number, the more distorted the symmetricity of distribution, and the larger 
the ”tail” of temperature distribution [83], [84]. 

The value of the Peclet number was determined in case of the present model [84]: 

844,
2

v a
Pe

k

 
 


 (15)

where Δv is the sliding speed, a is the half width of the contact area in the direction of sliding 
and k is the heat diffusion coefficient which comes from: 

,
K

k
c




 (16)

where K is the thermal conductivity, ρ is the density and c is the specific heat. 

The transient FE computation starts at second 0 in Figure 64 when the heat source is located 
at the starting position of Figure 63. It can be observed that the maximum temperature reaches 
a constant value relatively soon, demonstrating the fact that although the dimensions of the test 
model are small compared to the entire circumference of the wheel, the results obtained for the 
central section of the test zone can be considered as constant results (in the course of the first 
revolution). 

 
Figure 64 Maximum temperature run-up in the modelled region (see Figure 56) 

during the 1st revolution 

Temperature distribution was sampled along the sample line St in the t14 instant of time 
(Figure 65), until the heat flux reached the shown position. As it can be observed, a ”tempera-
ture tail” develops behind the heat source, similarly to results in [6] [43], [15], originating from 
high speed moving heat source problems. Comparing Figure 65 with Figure 64, the error caused 
by the run-up zone (at the beginning of Figure 64) appears here as well, affecting the initial 
section of the analysed region; the results evaluated in the rest of the sections can be considered 
as accurate. 
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Figure 65 Temperature distribution along sample line St, at time instant t14 (1st revolution). 
The grey background with the dashed lines indicates the instantaneous position of the contact area 

(see t14 in Figure 63). 

Figure 66 shows the temperature trends vs. time at the intersection point of sample lines St 
and Sd. Figure 67 illustrates the temperature trends vs. time for 5 revolutions. It can be clearly 
observed that the temperature of the wheel tread decreases as the heat source passes through 
the intersection points of sample lines St and Sd, under each revolution, but not down to the 
former revolution’s base temperature; so with each revolution, the peak temperature is higher 
than that of the previous revolution. Figure 67 also contains the temperatures computed using 
the distributed heat source model. These results show no local peaks at all because of the con-
tinuous distributed heat source applied. Moreover the temperatures, computed with different 
methods, are almost equal at the end of the revolutions. 

 

Figure 66 Temperature fall vs. time  
at the intersection point of sample lines St and Sd (1st full revolution) 
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Figure 67 Temperature distribution vs. time on the wheel side at the intersection point of sample 
lines St and S, during 5 full revolutions (assumed heat partition:0.5) 

In the case of the rail, the temperature distribution along the St sample line has been sampled, 
with the consideration of the fact that in this case the five “repetitions” cannot be interpreted 
the same way as for the wheel. Concerning the "equipartition" of the axles of the examined rail 
carriage [70], 5 passages on the rail were assumed. This temperature distribution is shown in 
Figure 68. This figure displays the results of the distributed heat source model, which closely 
follows the trend of the temperature rise of the wheel tread. As it can be seen, the base temper-
ature results for the distributed heat source model and those for the moving heat source model 
are almost equal. (In the case of the moving heat source model, the base temperature is the 
temperature of the rail and the wheel tread after the cooling process of each revolution.) 

 

Figure 68 Temperature distribution in function of time at the point of intersection of sample lines St 
and Sd on the rail (5 passes),(assumed heat partition:0.5) 

Furthermore, in the case of the wheel during 5 revolutions, only 3 passages are applied on 
the rail (supposing 6.6 m average distance between the examined rail carriage’s axles, contrary 
to the wheel diameter of 920 mm). The results also show that only a small difference exists 
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between the temperature peaks of the wheel and the rail, thus the computation with the supposed 
50% heat partition provides a sufficiently accurate approximation for the temperature state of 
the wheel tread in case of the first revolutions (see the effect of changing heat partition in Chap-
ter 5.5.3). 

5.5.2. Temperature results in depth direction 

Beside the surface temperature distribution, the temperature distribution in depth along the 
Sd sample line was examined (Figure 62) for the distributed and heat source models as well. 
The results of the 1st and 5th revolutions can be seen in Figure 69 to Figure 71 and from  
Figure 72 to Figure 73 for the moving heat source model and in Figure 74-75 for both the 
moving heat source and distributed heat source models. In Figure 70, t11 represents a position 
(see Figure 63) when the right side of the heat source is at Sd. At t12 the heat source moved to 
the “other side” of Sd. At this instant the temperature of the surface and subsurface area is much 
larger, while at t13 and t14 the temperatures at Sd are lower. Figure 71 depicts the cooling down 
phase in one revolution starting from t14 position. A deeper heat conduction can be observed. 

 

Figure 69 Temperature distribution under the tread and on the symmetry plane 
at time instant t13 (1st revolution) 

 

Figure 70 Temperature distribution along the Sd sample line 
during the 1st revolution on the wheel tread (moving heat source model) 
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Figure 71 Temperature distribution along the Sd sample line during the 1st full revolution 
on the wheel tread (moving heat source model) 

 

Figure 72 Temperature distribution during the tread and on the symmetry plane 
at time instant t53 (5th revolution) 

 

Figure 73. Temperature distribution along the Sd sample line  
during the 5th revolution on the wheel tread (moving heat source model) 
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The basic tendencies in Figure 72 and Figure 73 are the same, while the temperature in depth 
direction is higher, due to the repeated heat transport, and the increasing time of heat conduc-
tion. Figure 74 and Figure 75 demonstrate similar tendencies. In Figure 74, solid lines show the 
temperatures after half the first revolution and after 1 full revolution. These values are lower 
than the temperatures in Figure 70. In Figure 74 and Figure 75, the results marked with dashed 
lines are in the range of the results marked with solid lines, especially in the case of full revo-
lutions. (The importance of the distributed heat source model will be presented in Chapter 5.5.3 
to be able to compute a complete braking process.) 

 

Figure 74 Temperature distribution on the wheel tread along the Sd sample line 
during the 1st revolution  

 

Figure 75 Temperature distribution on the wheel tread along the Sd sample line 
during the 5th revolution  

Finally, Figure 76 shows the temperature distribution during the first run on the rail model. 
A long temperature tail can be observed in the examined area. The temperature rise occurs in 
the contact zone. 
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Figure 76 Temperature distribution on the rail under the first passage (see Figure 65) 

5.5.3. Temperature distribution in the complete braking process 

As presented above, the distributed heat source model can be used to determine the base 
temperature of the wheel tread and the rail head with acceptable accuracy at any time during 
the braking process. It was also shown that the typical peak temperature changes within the 
contact zone can be computed using the moving heat source models. The superposition of the 
results of the two heat source models provides a comprehensive representation of the 
temperature phenomena on the wheel tread and the rail head during the complete braking 
process (Figure 77). During the present computations, the same maximum temperatures were 
assumed on both sides of the contact. In this case, the heat partition is not equal between the 
two sides. Assuming the same maximum temperature on both sides, the heat partition between 
wheel and rail is as shown in Figure 78. The wheel side is exposed to smaller amount of 
developped heat generated by the warming wheel in the braking process. The “Hot rail” 
approach in the diagrams means the rail suffers repetitive passage (e.g.: in the case of long 
trains), thus the wheel slides in a rail head that has a temperature different from the ambient 
temperature. Meanwhile, the “Cold rail” approach means the wheel slides in a rail head that has 
the same temperature as the ambient temperature. 
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Figure 77 Surface temperature on the wheel’s and rail’s thred during the braking process 
(the vertical dashed line represents the beginning of the slipping braking period, 

the dotted line represents the first 5 revolutions) 

 

Figure 78. The heat partition on the wheel side in the function of the time 
during the first part of the braking process 

Figure 77 shows that a higher initial sliding speed causes a higher temperature rise; however, 
during the braking process the decreasing sliding speed results in a smaller temperature peak. 
After reaching the speed of 40 km/h – when the assumed slip (the end of the macroscopic sliding 
breaking period) disappears – both the wheel tread and the rail head cool down from the 
increased base temperature. 

Figure 79 illustrates the maximum temperature distribution for the active heat source, both 
for the wheel (b) and for the rail (c) (on the half FE model (a)), in case of “cold rail”. 
The temperature distribution is depicted starting from the intersection of the Sd-St sample lines 
perpendicular to the rolling direction of the wheel. It can be seen that the temperature peak only 
occurs in the contact area. Outside the contact area, only a very limited temperature change can 
be observed. 
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Figure 79 Temperature distribution on the rail and the wheel surfaces on the Sp sample lines. 
The dotted lines represent the border of the half contact area, the dashed line is an indicator. 

5.6. Validation and verification of the thermal FE model 

While checking the accuracy of the thermal FE model, two independent validation/verifica-
tion methods were used. The transient thermal analysis has indicated that the computed contact 
peak temperature decreases considerably even several tenths of millimeters to the left of the 
instantaneous position of the contact area, and as the temperature cannot be measured directly 
within the contact area, only a remarkably lower temperature can be measured further away 
(e.g. in [85]). Therefore an analytical computation was performed (for the wheel model) as used 
in Tian & Kennedy’s analytical computation method to check the accuracy of the maximum 
temperature rise. 

The analytical computation only gives information about the maximum temperature. Fur-
thermore, a new model with a much finer FE mesh was created using the submodel technique 
to verify that the original elaborated FE model does not only give accurate results on the surface 
but also in the direction of depth (to validate the structure of the original FE mesh). 

5.6.1. Analytical computation according to Tian & Kennedy’s method 

Considering the characteristics of the sliding (i.e. rolling–sliding), the temperature peak (and 
growth) evaluated by using the FE model cannot be compared directly with analytical methods. 
The physical measurements of the peak temperature require a special testing environment be-
cause of the very fast fluctuation of the temperature versus time (see Chapter 5.5.1). Therefore, 
Tian & Kennedy’s analytical computation method [36] was used indirectly to evaluate the ac-
curacy of the FE model. The model was modified to fulfil the criteria of the computation method 
used by Tian & Kennedy. In the course of this modification, the moving heat source control 
was reconfigured. The speed of heat source stepping was transformed from the original wheel 
speed (85 km/h) to the sliding speed (which is 15 km/h) since the wheel clearly slid on the 
surface of the rail head at a speed of 15 km/h. This modified environment already fulfilled Tian 
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& Kennedy’s analytical formula which determines the maximum temperature growth between 
two sliding objects (the Peclet number (Pe) was the same as computed with (15)): 

0
max

2 1
,
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a q
T

K Pe
 

  
 

 (17)

where q0 is the modified heat flux. 

The temperature computed using this formula can be compared with the results of the mod-
ified FE model. With the help of these computations I had a chance to inspect the accuracy of 
the discretization and the FE mesh element size and the structure of the FE mesh on the surface 
of the tread as well. Figure 80 illustrates the temperature distribution on the surface of the wheel 
tread along the St sample line at time instant t14

 (1st revolution). The computed maximum tem-
peratures a summarized in Table 5. The initial (ambient) temperature was also modified to 0°C 
in this case. 

 

Figure 80. Temperature distribution along the St sample line at time instant t14
  

(1st revolution) for the modified wheel thermal FE model 

 FEM Analytical Deviation 
ΔTmax: 878.04 ºC 867.96 ºC ~1.2 % 

Table 5 Maximum temperature change in analytical and FE computations  
and the deviation between these results 

As can be seen from the results, the deviation between the two computation methods is only 
~1.2 %, which proves that the evaluated FE model is accurate enough to be used in thermal 
simulations to determine the maximum temperature. 

5.6.2. Verification using the submodel technique 

Tian & Kennedy’s analytical computation presented above only gives reference information 
about the accuracy of the mesh on the tread of the wheel piece. Taking into consideration that 
the temperature change has a very large gradient under the surface (e.g. see Figure 70), the 
sensitivity of the results in the case of different FE mesh structures was examined to validate 
the solutions in depth direction using submodel technique. 
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Figure 81. The original and the submodel FE mesh structure 

 
Figure 82. Temperature distribution along the Sd sample line during the 1st revolution on the wheel 

tread (moving heat source models; normal and submodel) 

During the analysis, a 19.5×14×12 mm sub-model was cut out which also has the A-B-C-D 
segments according to Figure 57. The element size was originally 10 mm for the base body, 
5 mm for the segment marked (D), and 1 mm for the segments marked (C); in the case of 
segments (B) and (A), element size was reduced to 0.4 mm in tangential direction, and in seg-
ment (A) was broken down to further 5 elements in the direction of depth, consequently the 
element height was 0.1 mm here. The element sizes were halved in case of the sub-model, 
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resulting a modified body element size of  5 mm; in case of the segment marked (D) it was 
2.5 mm; in case of segments marked (C) it was 0.5 mm; in case of segments (B) and (A) the 
element size was reduced to 0.2 mm in tangential direction, and of course in segment (A) was 
broken down to 10 elements in the direction of depth, consequently the element height was 
0.05 mm here. 20-node hexahedron elements were used both for the submodel and the original 
model. Accordingly the sub-model consisted of 44,248 elements and 198,518 nodes. The same 
contact conditions were used between the segments similarly to the original model (see Chap-
ter 5.2). The structure of the new and the original FE mesh can be seen in Figure 81. 

Figure 82 depicts the results obtained for the two different models. As can be seen in the 
diagram, the temperature distributions in depth direction at noted instants of time – shown in 
Figure 63 – illustrate “absolute accuracy” for both models. 

Considering the fact that the temperature distribution results for the submodel are identical 
to those obtained for the original model, the mesh structure of the original model is accurate 
enough in depth direction to compute temperature distribution with a large gradient. 

5.6.3. Effect of the size of the examination area on the results 

To analyse the sensitivity of the results of the computation model to the size of the exami-
nation area, another computation model has been created which is half of the original model 
(60 segments in the examination area instead of 120) as shown in Figure 83. The initial setup 
of the modified model was exactly the same as that of the original model. 

 

Figure 83 The modified geometry 

 
Figure 84 Temperature fall vs. time at the point of intersection of sample lines St and Sd (1st full 

revolution) in case of two different model sizes 
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In Figure 84, the temperature is depicted as a function of time at the intersection point of 
sample lines St and Sd for the original and for the modified geometry computations during the 
1st full revolution. As can be seen in the figure, the maximum temperature, the trend of the 
temperature distributions and the temperature after one full revolution are identical for the two 
model sizes. The only difference (the time instant when the temperature reaches its maximum) 
comes from the different size of the two models (the heat flux reaches the St–Sd intersection 
point earlier because of the smaller model size). The results prove that this modelling technique 
is insensitive to model size changes due to the very local effect of heat generation. 

5.7. Conclusions 

The thermal state of the wheel–rail connection has been analysed using a moving heat source 
model and a distributed heat source model. Due to the intensive disc braking of high speed 
trains, high local temperature peak with a longer „tail” is generated under moderate sliding 
friction conditions (µ=0.15) in the higher slip range (about 15%) that represents the operation 
of the Wheel Slide Protection System (WSP). It is repeated and slightly increased at each 
subsequent revolution, mainly on the wheel side. The heat conduction in depth direction 
produces an increasing temperature development that „accumulates” over time. 
This temperature decreases approximately to one third at a location roughly 30 mm away from 
the contact zone. Furthermore, the FE analysis also indicated that the computed contact peak 
temperature considerably decreases at even several tenths of millimetres past the instantaneous 
position of the contact area. This temperature cannot be measured directly within the contact 
area, only a considerably lower temperature can be measured further away. 

The distributed heat source model is capable of modeling a longer braking period, while the 
temperature change within each revolution is ignored, only the continouos increase of the 
temperature is considered. 

The results of the complete disc braking process indicate high contact temperatures and, after 
the very first phase, a reduction of the maximum temperatures, with the changing heat partition 
and the effect of the „rail chill” also taken into account. 

Related publications: [86]; [87]; [88]. 
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6. Thermal stress analysis in wheel–rail rolling–sliding contact 

In the previous chapter, the temperature distribution was computed for the considered 
wheel–rail rolling–sliding contact. In this chapter, the thermal stresses on and under the surface 
of the wheel tread caused by thermal expansion will be analysed. To evaluate the stress distri-
bution, a coupled transient thermal-elastic-plastic FE simulation has been used (the stresses are 
calculated from the temperature, while they also affect the temperature), based on the previous 
thermal results (see Chapter 5.5). 

6.1. The structure of the coupled FE model 

Considering the coupled analysis based on the previously elaborated model, the structure of 
the geometry and the FE mesh were identical as described in Chapter 5.2. Only additional 
boundary conditions and further material properties were applied. In the analysis of the friction, 
only the wheel was examined. 

6.1.1. The applied material properties and boundary condition 

During the analysis, temperature-dependent mechanical material properties (Table 6 and 
Figure 85) were used in addition to the previous thermal material properties (see Chapter 5.2.1). 
Furthermore, the Bilinear Kinematic Hardening material law [72] (according to ANSYS 
”terms”) was applied during the computation. 
Temperature 

(°C) 
Yield strength 

(MPa) 
Elasticity modulus  

(MPa) 
Strain hardening 
modulus (MPa) 

Poisson’s ratio  
(-) 

25 663 206,000 20,000 0.3 
100 650 202,000 13,300 0.3 
200 615 196,000 13,300 0.3 
300 543 188,000 13,300 0.3 
400 493 180,000 12,000 0.3 
500  354 170,000 6,250 0.3 
600 185 160,000 2,500 0.3 
700 76 149,000 1,200 0.3 

Table 6 Temperature-dependent mechanical properties of the wheel material [2] 

   
 a) b) 

Figure 85. Stress–strain diagram of the wheel material as a function of temperature (a)) 
and the yield strength as a function of temperature (b)) 
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In the course of the connected elastic-plastic computation, a fixed boundary condition was 
applied to the bottom surface of the model (on the opposite side to the tread), and a symmetry 
constraint along the symmetry plane as shown in Figure 56. 

6.2. Thermal stress and strain results in depth direction 

Based on the results of thermal analysis, thermal-elastic-plastic analysis was used to examine 
the thermal stresses on and below the surface due to “flash-like” transient temperatures  caused 
by the changing thermal expansion during the 1st and the 5th revolutions. 

 
Figure 86 Distribution of the tangential stress and the von Mises stress along sample line St in t13  

(1st revolution). The grey background indicates the instantaneous position of the contact area. 

 
Figure 87 Distribution of the tangential stress and the von Mises stress along sample line St in t23  

(2nd revolution). The grey background indicates the instantaneous position of the contact area. 

Figure 86 and Figure 87 depict the tangential stress variations along sample line St at time 
instants t13

 and t23, together with the distribution of the von Mises equivalent stress. The small 
area at the left side of the figures shows the same effect as indicated in Figure 65. At the right 
side of Figure 86, increasing stresses are visible in the elastic range, followed by a local reduc-
tion due to plastic deformation in the elastic-plastic range. At about the left edge of the actual 
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contact area indicated by dashed lines, there is a stress reduction because of the lower surface 
temperature, producing a smaller thermal expansion, therefore the computed stresses are 
smaller than in the high temperature region. 

 

 

Figure 88 Distribution of the tangential stress component 
below the tread in noted instants of time due to the 1st revolution 

 

Figure 89 Distribution of the tangential stress component 
below the tread in noted instants of time due to the 1st revolution 

In Figure 86, the middle of the instantaneous contact zone marked by dashed sections, sharp 
stress peaks can be seen both for the von Mises and the σt stress component distributions. In 
these zones, the elastic calculation changed to elastic-plastic calculation. While calculating with 
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ANSYS the program overloaded the model along the elastic range, and after a few iterations 
found the plastic range. This phenomenon is also described in [89] and appears near the yield 
strength. This problem occurs only during the first loading procedure, the subsequent loading 
procedures were free from this calculation problem as can be seen in Figure 87. 

 

 

Figure 90 Distribution of the tangential stress component 
below the tread in noted instants of time due to the 5th revolution 

 

Figure 91 Distribution of the tangential stress component 
below the tread in noted instants of time due to the 5th revolution. 
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Figure 88 and Figure 90 show the stress component under the surface in the direction of 
sliding as a function of the noted time instants during the 1st and the 5th revolutions. At position 
t11 in Figure 88 the thermal stress results are lower because of the lower temperature (see in 
Figure 70). At t12, the typical stress is higher at just below the surface, similar to the temperature 
development at t12. The stress at t13 has its maximum at about 0.1 mm below the surface, while 
near zero at the surface. The reason is the reducing surface temperature while it become higher 
below the surface, relative to t12 in Figure 70. Stress distribution at t14 is similar due to the 
thermal expansion behaviour. Figure 89 illustrates the changes after t14, at quarters of the 1st 
revolution. The main effect is the temporary cooling down process (see Figure 65). 

Stresses during the 5th revolution follow the same tendencies as during the 1st revolution, 
while at t54 they are slightly different due to the increasing thermal stress “accumulation”, illus-
trated in Figure 91. The temperature tendency in Figure 73 is the same below the surface. Both 
in Figure 89 and Figure 91 starting from t14 and t54 the stresses will be lower under the surface 
and higher on the surface, satisfying the static equilibrium conditions from time to time. 
These tendencies are shown in the symmetry plane in Figure 92 and Figure 93 at two high-
lighted (t13, t53) time instants. 

 

Figure 92 Tangential stress component (t) distribution in the symmetry plane at t13  
(deformation scale 6000:1) 

 

Figure 93 Tangential stress component (t) distribution in the symmetry plane at t53  
(deformation scale 6000:1) 
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Figure 94 Tangential stress component (t) distribution on and under the wheel tread at the inter-
section of the Sd-St-Sp sample lines according to Figure 62 as a function of time until the first quar-

ter revolution 

 
Figure 95 Tangential stress component (t) distribution on and under the wheel tread at the inter-

section of the Sd-St-Sp sample lines according to Figure 62 as a function of time 

Figure 94 and Figure 95 show the time dependence of the stress development in sliding 
direction. The first value represents t11 (first in Figure 88), followed by t12. After the high com-
pressive stresses starting from t13 (and t14), we will get tensile stresses until the end of the 1st 
revolution. These compressive and tensile stresses are repeated during each subsequent revolu-
tion, producing material fatigue of the surface and surface-near regions. According to Figure 
95, these stresses are getting lower under the surface. At the end of each revolution, the remain-
ing thermal stress is near zero at a depth of 0.1 mm. During the first 5 revolutions being studied, 
the effect of the different number of revolutions is visible. 

Figure 97 and Figure 96 show the residual stress generation after 5 full revolutions, per-
formed by no sliding, only rolling (“pure” rolling), for 5 more revolutions. During this time, the 
rail is cooling down to ~36C and at “near-ambient temperature” we can see “more stable” 
residual tensile stresses mainly at the surface region. 
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Figure 96 Temperature distribution on the wheel tread in the intersection 
of the Sd-St-Sp sample lines according to Figure 62 as a function of time  
(5 full revolutions during sliding + 5 full revolutions during pure rolling) 

 
Figure 97 Tangential stress component (t) distribution on and under the wheel tread in the inter-

section of the Sd-St-Sp sample lines according to Figure 62 as a function of time  
(5 full revolutions during sliding + 5 full revolutions during pure rolling) 

Previously the stress component in the direction of sliding was examined at different time 
instants. These results showed that on and under the surface of the wheel tread – because of the 
thermal expansion and cooling down effect – compressive and tensile stresses interchange each 
other. The following diagrams depict the von Mises stress distribution along the Sd sample line 
at the noted instants of time according to Figure 63. Figure 99 and Figure 100 illustrate the 
distributions in the case of the 1st and the 5th revolutions. The figures contain the yield strength 
of the wheel material depending on the temperature in depth direction (marked with red dotted 
lines). As can be seen in both figures shown above, on and under the tread surface – up to 
approximately in 0.03 mm depth – there emerges a plastic zone where the von Mises equivalent 
stress reaches and exceeds the yield strength. 
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Figure 98 Distribution of von Mises stress below the tread 
in noted instants of time during the 1st revolution along the Sd sample line 

(the red dotted line represents the yield strength as a function of temperature) 

 

Figure 99. Distribution of von Mises stress below the tread 
in noted instants of time during the 5th revolution along the Sd sample line 

(the red dotted line represents the yield strength as a function of temperature) 

The von Mises stress distribution as well as the tangential stress component have been ex-
amined to explore the time dependence of the stresses at the intersection point of the St-Sd-Sp 
sample lines (Figure 100 and Figure 101). This representation of the stress state provides an 
opportunity to compare the relationship between the stress maximum on the wheel and the yield 
strength of the material. As can be seen in the figures, on the surface the stress maximum rev-
olution by revolution exceeds the yield strength. This phenomenon comes from the hardening 
material law. Figure 100 indicates the yield strength at the maximum available temperature, 
while Figure 101 depicts the temperature-dependent yield strength as a function of time. 

Since the stress maximum – caused by thermal expansion – exceeds the yield strength, plas-
tic strain appears on and under the wheel tread. Figure 102 shows the plastic strain in the sym-
metry plane at time instant t13 while Figure 103 shows the equivalent total strain along the Sd 
sample line at t12 when the thermal stress reaches its maximum on the surface. Figure 104 de-
picts the equivalent elastic strain along the Sd sample line at the end of the 1st and 5th revolutions 
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(after unloading the model). As can be seen in the diagram, considerable residual strain – nearly 
0.0018 - occurs on the surface which results in high tension stress components in tangential 
direction on the surface of the wheel tread as illustrated in Figure 91. 

 

Figure 100 von Mises stress distribution on and under the wheel tread at the intersection of the 
Sd-St-Sp sample lines according to Figure 62 as a function of time until the first quarter revolution 

 

Figure 101 von Mises stress component distribution on and under the wheel tread at the intersec-
tion of the Sd-St-Sp sample lines according to Figure 62 as a function of time  

(5 full revolutions with sliding + 5 full revolutions with pure rolling, 
the red dotted line represents the yield strength as a function of temperature) 
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Figure 102 Distribution of equivalent plastic strain (ɛpl) in the symmetry plane in t13  
(deformation scale 6000:1) 

 

Figure 103 Distribution of equivalent total strain (ɛtotal) below the tread in t12 

 

Figure 104 Distribution of equivalent von Mises elastic strain (ɛe)  
below the tread after the noted revolutions 

 
Figure 105 von Mises Stress-strain diagram of the point in the intersection of the  

Sd-St-Sp sample lines according to Figure 62 in the case of thermal loading (1st revolution) 
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Figure 105 shows the von Mises stress–strain diagram for thermal loading during the 1st 
revolution. As shown in the figure, the point of time instant t12 is nearly on the interpolated 
curve. The deviation is ~5%. This error is acceptable, thus the model is accurate enough to 
represent the plasticity. Taking the fact into consideration that the uploading and the download-
ing procedure also involve different temperature fields, the up- and downloading curves are 
non-linear in reality. The diagram shows simplified drafting. 

Furthermore, Figure 105 contains the residual quantities after the 1st revolution in graphical 
representation. 

6.3. Verification of the coupled transient thermal-elastic-plastic FE model 

To verify the results of the coupled transient thermal-elastic-plastic simulation, the submodel 
created previously was reused. The same mesh settings were used as in Chapter 5.6.2. Figure 
106 depicts the tangential stress distribution on and under the surface at noted instants of time 
during the 1st revolution. As can be seen in the figure, the results of the submodel follow the 
tendency of the original results, however, there are small deviations between the curves mainly 
at the stress maximums (mostly the maximum values of the tensile stresses are higher when 
using the submodel). 

 
Figure 106 Distribution of tangential stress below the tread 

in noted instants of time due to the 1st revolution (normal and submodel) 

Taking the results into account it can be determined that the coupled solution is more sensi-
tive to changes of the FE mesh than the thermal results. Nevertheless, considering the compu-
tational resources currently available for the simulations, I have accepted the results of the orig-
inal model which is accurate enough to give usable information about the thermal stress devel-
opment on and under the surface of a railway wheel tread in rolling-sliding contact. 

6.4. Conclusions 

Transient thermal and elastic-plastic FE models and solutions were produced that made it 
possible to examine the effect of heat generated in a wheel–rail connection, consequent upon a 
relative speed difference caused by the operation of an anti-block system (WSP), on the surface 
and subsurface stress state of the wheel. The results presented in the previous chapter illustrated 
an intensive temperature development with high gradient. Based on these thermal results, an 
elastic-plastic stress analysis was required because the thermal stresses were in the vicinity of 
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the yield strength of the material, considering temperature dependent material properties. Ther-
mal stresses in sliding direction „reflect” the thermal expansion. During one cycle of the heat 
flux, first a high compressive stress is generated at the surface, then it reduces to nearly zero, 
and, at the next instant, an increasing tensile stress appears, while the heat flux exceeds the 
region. 

Below the surface (at about 100 μm) the representing thermal stresses remain compressive 
stresses, while their magnitudes are reduced as the heat flux is moved away from the region 
studied. During the revolutions, subsurface stresses will be slightly higher due to the „accumu-
lation” of thermal stresses according to the elastic-plastic computations. During the cooling 
down phase residual stresses are generated, mainly on the surface and near-surface layers. 

After the heat source passes by, the surface begins to cool down and the heated and expanded 
area begins to shrink proportionally, during which the local compressive stress peak migrates 
from the surface to deeper layers and tensile stress appears on the surface over time. 

Since the phenomenon presented above is repeated as the wheel rolls, residual stress extends 
deeper and deeper below the surface of the wheel over time (and its value also increases), and 
the surface of the wheel cracks as a consequence. This phenomenon can be considered as “micro 
thermal cracking”. 

Related publications: [87]; [88]; [90].
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7. Combined thermal and contact stress analysis of a wheel–rail 
rolling-sliding contact 

The previous chapters provided a separate examination of the frictional state of the 
wheel-rail contact and the effect of the rolling contact in the presence of macroscopic 
wheel–-rail sliding. Under real conditions these effects are exerted by both the rail and the wheel 
at the same time. Therefore these procedures need to be examined simultaneously. 

In this chapter, an FE model is introduced which summarizes the impacts of real contact 
conditions based on the model structure presented in Chapter 5 and 6. In order to do that, further 
loading conditions were applied to replace the rail model under the simulation. 

7.1. The structure of the combined FE model 

In the present simulation the previously introduced material properties (see Chapter 5.2.1 
and 6.1.1) and FE mesh and model settings (time step) (see Chapter 5.2) were used. To simplify 
the computation, the rail was replaced by loading conditions. 

Owing to the contact zone discretization (see Chapter 5.2) the parabolic contact pressure 
distribution can be applied on the wheel tread – in discretised form – in line with the heat flux 
(Figure 107). Thus, the stepping control of the contact pressure was the same as the heat flux 
(see Chapter 5.2.2). Figure 108 shows the discretized, the original (comes from the former con-
tact computation) and the response contact pressure distribution (the response distribution is 
the response to the discretized distribution on the FE model). As shown in the figure, the ten-
dency of the original and the response distribution is nearly the same, thus an approximate 
loading condition can represent the effect of the rail during the simulation. Considering that the 
pressure so applied has only parabolic distribution in the direction of sliding (transversally it 
has constant distribution), the computed results will only be valid in the symmetry plane. 

These loading conditions provided an opportunity to examine the joint effect of thermal and 
contact stresses caused by the rolling-sliding contact in the mid-plane of the contact. 

 

Figure 107 Method of entering heat flux and contact pressure together into the FE model by indi-
cating the direction of sliding  

(grey area shows the momentary location of the moving heat source and the contact pressure) 
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Figure 108 The original, the discretized and their response pressure distribution 

7.2. The results of the combined simulation 

Taking into consideration that the contact pressure and the thermal stresses express their 
negative impacts in different positions of the contact zone, a new sample time instant and con-
tact zone position have been generated. The new position and time instant can be seen in  
Figure 109. 

 

Figure 109 Positions of the moving heat source/contact pressure at thesampling instants, with the 
corresponding position and time data for the 1st revolution (the highlighted s coordinates indicate 

the centre of the current position of the moving heat source and the pressure) 

Figure 110 depicts the stress component in the direction of sliding along sample route St at 
time instant t13 under the combined loading condition, together with the distribution of von 
Mises equivalent stress. The small area at the left edges of the curves shows also the same effect 
mentioned for Figure 65. Comparing Figure 65 and Figure 86 the stress maximums and the 
plastic range moved from the border of the actual contact zone (shown in the dashed lines) to 
the middle of the contact patch because of the contact pressure. 

Considering that the temperature distribution along the Sd sample line differs from the dis-
tributions in Figure 70 at time instant t1c,, the temperature result at the noted instant of time and 
depicted in the figure mentioned was used (Figure 111). As shown in the figure, at this time 
instant (t1c) the maximum surface temperature is ~277°C. 

The adverse effect of contact pressure is seen in the middle of the contact zone as described 
in Chapter 4.2. Figure 112 shows the distribution of the stress versions corresponding to the 
direction of sliding for pure contact, pure thermal load and combined loading. A sharp differ-
ence can be seen under the surface between the pure contact curve and the combined loading 
curve. The thermal load modifies the distribution in the vicinity of the wheel tread (on and 
under the surface). The stresses occurring 0.5 mm from the tread are higher than in case of pure 
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contact. These results come from the extended temperature distribution under the tread which 
also modifies the stress distribution. 

Figure 113 shows the tangential stress under the surface for the 1st revolution as a function 
of the noted time instants. Comparing the results with Figure 88 it can be seen that as against 
pure thermal loading, the stress maximum occurs at t1c instead of t12, which is in conformity 
with the results shown in Figure 110. Figure 114 illustrates the changes after t14, at quarters of 
the 1st revolution. The main effect is the temporary cooling down process (see Figure 65). 

Figure 115 shows the time dependence of stress in the direction of sliding. The first value 
represents t11 (first in Figure 88), followed by t12. After the high compressive stresses starting 
from t14, we have tensile stresses until the end of the 1st revolution, similarly to the pure thermal 
load case; however, higher stresses appeared in the deeper layers. 

 

Figure 110 Distribution of the tangential stress and the von Mises stress along sample line St in t13 
(1st revolution) under combined loading. The grey background indicates the instantaneous position 

of the contact area. 

 

Figure 111 Temperature distribution along the Sd sample line during the 1st revolution on the wheel 
tread (moving heat source model) 
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Figure 112 Distribution of the tangential stress in case of pure thermal loading, contact loading and 

during combined loading at time instant t1c 

 
Figure 113 Distribution of the tangential stress 

below the tread in noted instants of time due to the 1st revolution 

In accordance with the pure thermal loading case, the von Mises stress distribution along the 
Sd sample line at time instant t1c was examined (Figure 116). As shown in the figure, the max-
imum von Mises stress appears ~0.2 mm under the surface. Comparing the results with the pure 
thermal load case, it can be seen that in this case, the stress maximum appeared on the surface 
(Figure 98). The figure also shows the yield strength of the wheel material as a function of 
temperature in depth direction (marked with red dotted line). As can be seen, the plastic zone 
(marked with green background) is larger and deeper compared with the pure thermal case. 

In addition to the tangential stress component, the von Mises equivalent stress distribution 
in its time dependence at the intersection point of the St-Sd-Sp sample lines was also examined 
(Figure 117). This representation of the stress state allows comparing the relationship between 
the stress maximum and the yield strength of the wheel material. As shown in the figure, on 
and under the surface the stress maximum exceeds the yield strength (this phenomenon comes 
from the hardening material law). Figure 117 also indicates the yield strength belonging to the 
maximum available von Mises stress (t1c) for different depths. The result shows conformity 
with Figure 116. 
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These above-mentioned tendencies can be seen in the symmetry plane in Figure 118 at time 
instant t1c. Finally the von Mises equivalent stress distribution after the 1st full revolution can 
be seen along the Sd sample line. 

 

Figure 114 Distribution of tangential stress 
below the tread in noted instants of time during the 1st revolution 

 

Figure 115 Tangential stress component distribution on and under the wheel tread at the intersec-
tion of the Sd-St-Sp sample lines according to Figure 62 as a function of time until the first quarter 

revolution 

Since the stress maximum caused by thermal expansion and contact conditions exceeds the 
yield strength, plastic strain appears on and under the wheel tread. Figure 120 shows the plastic 
strain in the symmetry plane at time instant t1c while Figure 121 shows the equivalent total 
strain along the Sd sample line at t1c. Finally Figure 122 depicts the equivalent elastic strain 
along the Sd sample line at the end of the 1st revolution (after unloading the model). As shown 
in the diagram, considerable residual strain – nearly 0.0026 - occurs on the surface, causing 
high tension stresses on the wheel tread surface as illustrated in Figure 119. 
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Figure 116 Distribution of von Mises stresses below the tread 
in noted instant of time due to the 1st revolution along the Sd sample line 

(the red dotted line represents the yield strength as a function of temperature) 

 

Figure 117 von Mises stress distribution on and under the wheel tread at the intersection of the 
Sd-St-Sp sample lines according to Figure 62 as a function of time until the first quarter revolution 

 

Figure 118 von Mises stress distribution in the symmetry plane in t1c  
(deformation scale 50:1) 
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Figure 119 Distribution of von Mises stress below the tread after the 1st full revolution 

 

Figure 120 Distribution of equivalent plastic strain (ɛpl) in the symmetry plane in t1c 
(deformation scale 50:1) 

 

Figure 121 Distribution of equivalent total strain (ɛtotal) below the tread at time instant t1c 

 

Figure 122 Distribution of equivalent von Mises elastic strain (ɛe) 
below the tread after the 1st revolution 
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Figure 123 von Mises stress–strain diagram of the point 0.2 mm under the intersection of the 
Sd-St-Sp sample lines according to Figure 62 in the case of combined loading,  

during the 1st revolution 

Figure 123 shows the von Mises stress–strain diagram in the case of combined loading dur-
ing the 1st revolution and 0.2 mm below the tread. As  can be seen in the figure, time instant t1c 
is on the interpolated material law. However, the downloading curve is not parallel to the up-
loading curve (the deviation is ~10%), the model is accurate enough to model the plasticity in 
the case of a railway wheel-rail rolling contact in the presence of macroscopic sliding. 

Similar to Figure 105, the figure shows the residual quantities after the 1st revolution in 
graphical form. 

7.3. Conclusions 

The joint effect of contact and thermal stresses was studied with transient thermal-elastic-
plastic FE models. The coupled stress state caused plastic behaviour in deeper layers compared 
to the “pure” thermal stress computations. The former stress maximums migrated from the sur-
face to deeper layers (0.2–0.3 mm under the surface). 

In Chapter 6 it could be seen that on and under the surface compressive and tensile stresses 
followed each other, the same way as in the tread warming up and cooling down phase.  
This procedure can also be seen in the coupled solution, although the stress values are higher 
than before. 

The results show that these two independent effects, i.e. the “pure” thermal stress and contact 
stress generation, should be analysed at the same instant because of their joint impact on micro-
crack development. 

These FE computations are very CPU-intensive, and the accuracy in the very local high 
stress concentration region is limited. There are critical changes in stresses in a depth of 
1 element, while the 20-node hexahedron element type exhibits a good numerical behaviour. 
To improve the accuracy, mesh refinement will be necessary or a submodel technique should 
be used in the near future. 

Related publications: [81]; [91]. 
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8. Theses 

Thesis 1: A transient thermal FE algorithm was used to analyze the thermal state of the 
rolling-sliding wheel–rail connection during disc braking, using moving and distributed heat 
source models. Considering the intensive disc braking of high-speed trains, I determined, in the 
higher (15 %) slip range and assuming the presence of a Wheel Slide Protection System (WSP): 

a) The high local temperature peak and its longer „tail” generated already during moderate 
sliding friction conditions (µ=0.15). This temperature peak slightly increases with each 
revolution, mainly on the wheel side. Already after a few revolutions heat conduction 
causes a heat increase also directly under the surface in depth direction and is 
„accumulated” over time. Temperature decreases to approximately one third at about 
30 mm from the contact zone. 

b) The temperature peak and the base temperature were determined during my 
computations of the complete disc braking process, and it was pointed out that after the 
very first phase, the initial quickly rising contact temperature reversed to a decreasing 
tendency, caused by the changing heat partition and the effect of „rail  chill”. 

Related publications: [86]; [87]; [88]. 

Thesis 2: I used transient thermal-elastic-plastic FE models and solutions to examine the effect 
of heat generated in a rolling-sliding wheel–rail contact. I determined that: 

a) During one cycle of the heat flux, at first, high compressive stresses are generated at the 
surface of the wheel in tangential direction, then they decrease, and at the next instant, 
increasing tensile stress appears as the heat flux leaves the region. 

b) Below the surface (at a depth of about 50-100 μm) the representing thermal stresses 
remain compressive stresses, while their magnitudes decrease and move in deeper layers 
as the heat flux moves away from the region studied. During subsequent revolutions, 
subsurface stress maxima will be slightly higher due to the „accumulation” of thermal 
stresses as obtained from the elastic-plastic computations. During the cooling down 
phase, residual stresses are generated, mainly on the surface and in near-surface layers. 

Related publications: [87]; [88]; [90]. 

Thesis 3: I studied the joint effect of contact and thermal stresses using transient thermal-elas-
tic-plastic FE models. I determined that: 

a) The coupled stress state caused plastic behaviour in deeper layers compared to the 
“pure” thermal stress computations. The former stress maxima migrated from the sur-
face to deeper layers (0.2-0.3 mm under the surface). 

b) On the surface, alternating compressive and tensile stresses followed each other in as 
accordance with the warming and cooling of the tread.  

c) During the unloading phase I determined the residual stresses and residual strains which 
characterize the near room temperature state. 

Related publications: [81]; [91]. 
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9. Tézisek 

1. Tézis: Tranziens hőtani végeselmes algoritmus segítségével vizsgáltam a kerék-sín gördülő-
csúszó kapcsolat hőtani állapotát tárcsás fékezés esetében mozgó és elosztott hőforrás modellek 
felhasználásával. Figyelembe véve a nagysebességű vasutak intenzív tárcsás fékezését, magas 
csúszási tartományokban (mint 15%), aktív blokkolásgátló berendezés esetén (Wheel Slide 
Protection System - WSP): 

a) Meghatároztam a magas lokális hőmérséklet csúcsot, illetve a hozzá tartozó 
hőmérséklet csóvát, amely a kerék-sín érintkezési felületein jelentkezik, már mérsékelt 
súrlódási tényező esetében is (μ=0,15). Ez a hőmérsékletcsúcs fordulatról fordulatra 
kissé növekszik, főleg kerék oldalon. A jelentkező hőmérséklet csúcs közel 30 mm-re 
az érintkezési tartománytól kb. harmadára csökken. A hővezetés hatására már néhány 
fordulat után közvetlenül a felület alatt is, hőmérséklet növekedés figyelhető meg. 

b) A teljes fékezési folyamatra készített számítások során úgy a hőmérséklet csúcsot mind 
pedig a bázis hőmérsékletet meghatároztam, továbbá rámutattam arra, hogy a kezdeti 
hőmérséklet növekedés csökkenő tendenciába vált át, figyelembe véve a lassulást, a 
hőpartíció, valamint az ún. „rail chill” effektus hatását. 

Kapcsolódó publikációk: [86]; [87]; [88]. 

2. Tézis: A kerék-sín gördülő-csúszó érintkezése során a fejődő hő hatásának vizsgálatához 
kapcsolt hőtani-rugalmas-képlékeny számításokat készítettem. Megállapítottam, hogy: 

a) A hőbevitel egy ciklusa alatt először magas nyomó igénybevétel figyelhető meg a kerék 
felületén tangenciális irányban, amely később lecsökken, majd a következő pillanatban 
húzófeszültség jelentkezik a hőforrás távolodásával. 

b) A felület alatt (50-100 mikronos mélységben) a hőfeszültség először nyomó 
feszültségként jelentkezik, amelynek nagysága a hőforrás távolodásával folyamatosan 
csökken és kissé mélyebb rétegekbe vándoról. Az újabb és újabb fordulatok esetében a 
feszültségek maximális értéke kismértékben emelkedik a rugalmas-képlékeny számítás 
szerint. A lehűlési folyamat során maradó feszültség és maradó alakváltozás ébred a 
futófelületen és közvetlenül a felület alatti régióban. 

Kapcsolódó publikációk: [87]; [88]; [90]. 

3. Tézis: Az érintkezési és a hőfeszültségek együttes hatását tranziens hőtani-rugalmas-
képlékeny végeselemes számítások segítségével vizsgáltam. Megállapítottam, hogy: 

a) A korábbi feszültség maximumok mélyebb rétegekbe vándorolnak (kb. 0,2-0,3 mm 
mélységbe a felület alatt), így az eredő feszültségi állapot mélyebb rétegekben idéz elő 
nagyobb kiterjedésű képlékeny zónát a „tiszta” hőfeszültségi állapothoz képest. 

b) A felületen megnövekedett nyomó és húzó feszültségek váltakozva követik egymást, 
összhangban a futófelület felmelegedésével és lehűlésével. 

c) A leterhelődés során meghatároztam a maradó feszültségeket és a maradó nyúlásokat, 
amelyek a közel szobahőmérsékleti állapotot jellemzik. 

Kapcsolódó publikációk: [81]; [91]. 
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Summary 

In my dissertation, I studied the thermal and frictional state of railway wheel–rail contacts. 
My goal was to study the thermal processes in the rolling-sliding contact between wheel and 
rail during intensive braking in the presence of a so-called WSP (Wheel Slide Protection Sys-
tem) anti-skid control system. As a result of the generated rolling contact during macroscopic 
sliding, micro-cracks may appear on the wheel tread and cause wheel failure. In order to study 
this complex problem, I divided it into several partial tasks studied using several partial FE 
models. The initial data of these separate analyses came from technical literature, standards, 
and data sets compiled with the help of Knorr-Bremse Vasúti Jármű Rendszerek Hungária Ltd. 

The first finite element model was used to analyse the wheel-rail normal contact. The shape 
and the dimensions of the contact patch and the maximum contact pressure have been evaluated. 
Using the basis model, the starting process of the wheel from stationary position with an aver-
age µ=0.15 frictional coefficient was simulated which is the inverse of what happens during the 
braking of a rotating wheel. 

In the next phase of my study, I narrowed down the focus to a specific part of the investigated 
region and used the results of the earlier study to create another FE model to investigate the 
thermal processes of a specific wheel–rail contact during intensive braking, studying the wheel 
and rail surface behaviour assuming a slip of 15 %.. For this purpose, I modelled a moving heat 
source and came to the conclusion that during the braking process, the surface temperature of 
the contact zone reaches momentary temperatures of several hundred degrees Celsius with the 
peak temperature subsiding to a third of its initial value within hundredths of a second as the 
contact area moves on. I used a distributed heat source model as an approximation to be able to 
investigate the thermal process for the entire duration of the braking, analyzing the base tem-
perature of the connecting bodies. However, peak temperatures can not be analyzed using this 
model. Combining the moving heat source model and the distributed heat source model, I de-
termined the temperature distribution curve for the surface of the wheel tread for the entire 
braking process specified for an ETCS emergency braking curve, from beginning to complete 
stopping, for the two test cases of cold rail and hot rail, also evaluating the heat partition distri-
bution between the contacting bodies. 

Based on the thermal results, I developed combined transient thermal-elastic-plastic FE 
models to analyze the stress field caused by a momentary temperature peak on and under the 
wheel tread surface. As shown by the results, the sudden temperature rise results in stresses 
exceeding the yield strength on the tread surface and 0.2-0.5 mm under the surface (i.e. the 
initial compressive stress changes to tensile stress), and these stresses and their cyclic nature 
may promote the formation and appearance of micro-cracks on and under the wheel tread sur-
face. 

In the final phase of my research, I combined the results obtained from the initial contact 
analyses with those of the coupled transient thermal-elastic-plastic analyses. This new model 
enabled the investigation of real-life contact conditions. The results so obtained show that each 
of the two different loads and their characteristic variations over time act in different depths to 
create conditions that promote the appearance and propagation of cracks and fatigue problems. 

My method may assist in calibrating the sliding control of railway brake systems equipped 
with the WSP system, and may decrease the potential risk of micro-cracks forming on the wheel 
tread surface. 
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Outlook 

In the present case the developed model structure can be used to analyse temperature and the 
thermal stress distribution as well as the frictional state of wheel–rail Hertzian contacts using 
temperature-dependent and temperature-independent material properties. To improve the accu-
racy and applicability of the developed method, the following extensions can be formulated and 
suggested: 

 To improve the accuracy, smaller mesh elements have to be used during the thermal 
stress computation. The effect of the finer mesh can be seen in Chapter 6.3. This 
modification needs larger computation performance. 

 During the thermal and coupled computations, the material of the wheel and the rail 
were assumed to be identical and some of the thermal material properties were as-
sumed to be temperature-independent. These fields also provide opportunities for 
improving the accuracy of the solution. 

 In the current computations, the models can only be used for Hertzian normal con-
tacts. To extend the solution to the whole wheel-rail contact range (also including 
non-Hertzian contact cases), the geometrical simplifications need to be discarded and 
real shapes need to be used (conical or worn wheel tread, rail bank angle, etc.). 

 To improve the accuracy of the peak temperature and the coupled thermal stress 
computation, the moving heat source model needs to be extended to the entire brak-
ing process. 

 Computation of thermal results using a parabolic heat flux distribution and a temper-
ature-, velocity- and pressure-dependent frictional coefficient. 

 Besides the braking process, the examination of the departing process, including the 
initial stick-slip phenomenon and traction. 

 Further computations (e.g. parameter studies) (mainly of the changes of the friction 
coefficient) and more detailed studies of the frictional behaviour are needed to be 
able to draw further conclusions on brake and WSP design and assist materials se-
lection. 

 Furthermore, the geometry and the initial input data need to be parametrised to allow 
the standard everyday use of this computation method for design solutions 
(e.g.: WSP development) and to enable simulating different wheels, sliding environ-
ments, etc. 

The above additions would not only improve the accuracy of the solution but would also 
require much more computing power and time, which are not currently available at the current 
site of the investigation. This is the primary reason why the above additions could not be in-
cluded in my present research. 
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Összefoglalás 

Dolgozatomban egy vasúti kerékkoszorú-sín kapcsolat hőtani és súrlódási állapotát vizsgál-
tam. Ennek keretében a cél egy intenzív tárcsás fékezés során, ahol a vasúton alkalmazott blok-
kolásgátló rendszer, az ún. WSP (Wheel Slide Protection System) rendszer működésbe lép, a 
kerékkoszorú és a sínfej között lejátszódó hőtani folyamatok vizsgálata, amelyek hatására a 
kerék futófelületén mikro-repedések jelenhetnek meg, amely a kerék tönkremenetelét eredmé-
nyezheti. A probléma komplexitására tekintettel munkám során így egy több végeselemes mo-
dellből felépülő vizsgálati eljárást dolgoztam ki, amelyekhez a kiinduló adatokat a szakirodalmi 
kiadványok, szabványok, illetve a Knorr-Bremse Vasúti Jármű Rendszerek Hungária Kft. mun-
katársainak segítségével összeállított információk szolgáltatták. 

Az első rész modell egy kerék-sín kapcsolat érintkezés vizsgálatát mutatja be, amely segít-
ségével feltérképeztem a maximális érintkezési feszültségen felül az érintkezési tartomány mé-
retét és alakját. Az alapmodellt felhasználva, álló helyzetből történő kerék elindulásán keresztül 
vizsgáltam, hogy a kezdeti tapadás átlagos, μ=0,15-ös súrlódási tényező mellett milyen lépése-
ken keresztül megy át tiszta csúszásba, amely folyamat mintegy inverze a forgó kerék fékezése 
során lejátszó folyamatnak. 

Munkám folytatásaként a vizsgálati tartomány egy szűkebb tartományát kiragadva, fel-
használva a korábbi vizsgálatból nyert eredményeket (érintkezési tartomány nagysága, maxi-
mális érintkezési feszültség), egy újabb végeselemes modellt készítettem. Ennek segítségével 
lehetőségem nyílt egy intenzíven lassító vasúti szerelvény, egy kiragadott kerék-sín kapcsolata 
esetében mind a sín, mind pedig a kerékkoszorú felületén (15%-os slip mellett) lejátszódó hő-
tani folyamatok vizsgálatára. Ehhez ún. mozgó hőforrásmodellt készítettem, amely segítségével 
rámutattam arra, hogy a fékezési folyamat során az érintkezési tartományban, a felületen, pil-
lanatszerűen a hőmérséklet több száz Celsius fokos értéket ér el, amely azonban az érintkezés 
tovább haladásával néhány századmásodperc alatt az eredeti érték harmadára csökken. Annak 
érdekében, hogy egy teljes fékezés során lejátszódó hőtani folyamat vizsgálható legyen, elosz-
tott hőforrásmodell segítségével megvizsgáltam a kapcsolódásban lévő testek bázishőmérsék-
letét azonban a hőmérséklet csúcsok vizsgálatára nem ad lehetőséget. A két modell (elosztott 
és mozgó hőforrásmodell) kombinálásával elkészítettem egy, az ETCS vonatbefolyásoló rend-
szer által leírt fékezés során, a kerékabroncs futófelületén jelentkező maximális hőmérséklet-
sebesség diagramját a fékezés megindításától a teljes megállásig két vizsgálati esetben (ún. „hi-
deg” és „meleg” sín esetében) a két kapcsolódó elem között a hőpartíció eloszlásának vizsgálata 
mellett. 

A hőtani eredményeket felhasználva kapcsolt rugalmas-képlékeny végeselemes modelleket 
készítettem, amelyek segítségével megvizsgáltam, hogy a pillanatszerű hőfejlődés milyen fe-
szültségállapotot idéz elő a kerék futófelületén és alatta. Az eredményekből látható, hogy a 
hirtelen hőmérsékletváltozás hatására jelentkező hőtágulás a folyáshatárt meghaladó feszültsé-
geket eredményez (illetve a kezdeti nyomófeszültség, húzófeszültség megy át) a futófelületen 
és a futófelület alatt 0,2-0,5 mm-es mélységben amelyek, figyelembe véve a ciklikus igénybe-
vételt mikro-repedések megjelenését segíthetik elő a futófelületen és futófelület alatt. 

Kutatásom utolsó lépéseként a kezdeti érintkezési vizsgálatok eredményét, illetve a kapcsolt 
hőtani rugalmas-képlékeny számítások eredményét kombináltam, amely modell segítségével a 
valós érintkezési körülményeket vizsgálhattam. A kapott eredmények azt mutatták, hogy a két 
terhelés eltérő mélységekben teremt a repedések megindulásához és tovább terjedéséhez szük-
séges körülményeket. 

A kapott eredmények, illetve a módszer segítséget nyújthat aktív blokkolásgátló rendszerrel 
felszerelt vasúti járművek fékvezérlésének kalibrálásában, ezzel csökkentve a futófelületen 
megjelenő mikro repedések előfordulásának esélyét. 
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Note, np is used when the contact pressure computed in an arbitrary point over the contact area. 
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